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Abstract 
Let G be a quasi-simple algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic not equal to 2. In this thesis we are concerned with the action 
of an algebraic group P on the symmetric variety GjK in the special case where 
P is a standard parabolic subgroup of G and if is a Levi subgroup of G. The 
set y of P orbits on GjK has a natural partial order arising from containment 
in the Zariski closure. This partial order is the Bruhat order on V. The set V 
is finite and together with the Bruhat order it is a finite combinatorial object 
associated with the F action. The main problem considered here is to describe 
this combinatorial object, in the cases where G is of classical type, in terms of the 
corresponding Weyl group. We are mainly interested in the situation where P is 
a Borel subgroup. The starting point for this is the general theory developed by 
R. W. Richardson and T. A. Springer. Models for various classical cases are then 
developed from which further information on the general theory can be extracted. 
The thesis concludes with a computer programme for constructing the inclusion 
diagram for the set V with respect to the Bruhat order and with some data on 
the cases where G is of exceptional type. 
Notation 
Throughout this work we shall be dealing with Weyl groups. In particular, with 
the Weyl group of type which is isomorphic to Sn, the symmetric 
group on n letters. In discussing the elements of W{An- i ) we shall interchange-
ably regard them (in the obvious way) as elements of Sn- A similar caveat is 
given for the Weyl group of type Bn which we shall interchangeably regard as the 
signed permutation group on n letters. 
Miscellaneous 
Z the ring of rational integers 
C the field of complex numbers 
Set theory 
f i A the map / restricted to the set A 
U disjoint union 
r, .s] the set { i G Z : r < i < .s} 
sign(z) the sign of the integer i 
Set(A) the set {Ai, A2, . . . , A „ , . . . } obtained from the sequence A 
Linear algebra 
GLn{F) the general linear group of n x n matrices with entries from the field F 
GLn^[F) X GLn^{F) the subgroup of GLrn+n^i^) of all matrices of the form 
/ \ 91 0 
/ ^ 0 02 
where gi is an element of GLmiF). We similarly define x where 
Gm is a subgroup of GLn-{F). 
det X the determinant of x 
dim X the dimension of X 
Group theory 
e the identity element 
Fix(a) the elements of [l,n] fixed by a (an element of Sn or the signed permu-
tation group of n letters) 
Support(a) the elements i of [l,n] for which a(z) ^ i {a an element of 5„ or the 
signed permutation group of n letters) 
Xi the element (z, —i), that is, the element of the signed permutation group giving 
the sign change of the z-th letter 
Lie theory 
Lie(G) the Lie algebra of the algebraic group G 
na{/3) the multipUcity of the simple root a in the root fi 
Introduction 
When an algebraic group P acts (morphically) on an algebraic variety X each 
orbit is a smooth locally closed subset of X , whose boundary is a union of orbits 
of strictly lower dimension (see [7], 8.3). The set ^ of P orbits on X has a natural 
partial order, defined geometrically as foUows: for v and v' elements of V we write 
v' < V and only if v' is contained in the Zariski closure of v. The orbits of 
minimal dimension are closed, thus each of these orbits v has the property that 
V ^v' for aU v' in V" \ If the number of orbits is finite then there must exist 
a unique, open, dense orbit t;inax of maximal dimension (the dimension of X ) . 
This element Vmax has the property that t^ max > '^ i for all v in V". Thus in this 
case the ordered set is a finite combinatorial object which is naturally labelled 
by dimension. 
A well known example arises from the Bruhat decomposition of a connected, 
reductive linear algebraic group G. Let 5 be a Borel subgroup of G and T a 
maximal torus of G contained in B. Denote by W the Weyl group of {G,T). 
Let S be the set of Coxeter generators determined by B. The algebraic group 
B acts on the flag variety GjB hy b.gB = bgB. The Bruhat Lemma states 
that the set of orbits V is {BwB : w e W} with BwB = Bw'B if and only if 
w = w'. Thus there is a natural bijection of V onto W induced by BwB i-^  w. 
In particular, the set V is finite. As a set, W has an important partial order, the 
Bruhat order. This is defined combinatorially as foUows: let w be an element of 
W and fix a reduced expression for w in the generators S of the form .. .Sp. 
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For an element w' of W we write w' < w ii and only if we can write w' as 
Si^  Si^  . . . Si^  with 1 < ii <...< iq < p. The partial order on the set V and the 
Bruhat order correspond, that is, the bijection of V onto W given above is in 
fact an isomorphism of partially ordered sets. Thus the partial order on V can 
be regarded either geometrically or combinatorially. For example, the unique, 
dense, open orbit is the double coset BWQB, where WQ is the unique element of 
maximal (Coxeter) length in W. There is a natural correspondence between the 
dimension of an element of V and the length of an element of W. 
In [12], Richardson and Springer studied another situation where a Borel 
subgroup acts on a quotient variety of a connected, reductive linear algebraic 
group G. The group G is taken over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
not equal to 2. Let 6 be an involutory automorphism of G and K be the fixed 
point subgroup of 9. Assume that B and T (as above) are 6 stable, by a theorem 
of Steinberg such a pair can always be chosen. The symmetric variety defined by 
(G,9) is the quotient variety G/K. Then B acting on this symmetric variety 
by b.gK — hgK has a finite set V of orbits. The resulting geometric partial 
order can be studied combinatorially via the Weyl group of (G, T). For example, 
Richardson and Springer defined a new length function which, as in the situation 
of the Bruhat decomposition, gives a natural correspondence with the elements 
of V. Because of this and other correspondences they called the partial order on 
y the Bruhat order on V. 
Let K be the identity component of K. In this thesis we consider by explicit 
examples the enumeration of orbits and the Bruhat order on the symmetric va-
riety G!K when K is also a Levi subgroup (with respect to B). By definition 
K is then the intersection of a standard parabolic subgroup P and its opposite 
paraboKc subgroup P~. Since K is the identity component of the fixed subgroup 
of an involutory automorphism, it follows that P has an abelian unipotent rad-
io 
ical. When the base field is the complex numbers it is weU known that G/P is 
a compact Hermitian symmetric space. Thus we have used notation from the 
classification of irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces in labelling the various 
cases which arise. For further information see [6], Chapter X. 
Rather than working with B orbits on G/K we shall usually work with 
{B X K) orbits on G. This action is given by {b,k).g = . In this case, 
the set of orbits is the set B\G/K of {B,K) double cosets of G. Alternatively, 
we could work with K orbits on G/B for which, when the base field is C, this sub-
ject has interest in the classification of Harish-Chandra modules for the reductive 
real Lie group G, for which G is the complexification. 
In Chapter 1 we present the background theory which is needed to produce the 
examples studied later. This material mainly comes from the work of Richardson 
and Springer in [14], [12] and [11], In particular, we give an algorithm to construct 
the finite combinatorial object which is the ordered set V. We caU this object the 
inclusion diagram of ( 5 , K) double cosets. We represent the elements of V in 
this inclusion diagram by pairs (a, dWj) where a is an element of W of order not 
exceeding 2 and dWj is a left coset of W. Since an arbitrary standard paraboUc 
subgroup Q by definition contains the Borel subgroup B, each {Q,K) double 
coset is a union of {B, K) double cosets. Chapter 1 concludes with a method to 
enumerate the set Q\G/K from the inclusion diagram of {B,K) double cosets. 
In Chapter 2 we describe which pairs (a, dWj) can arise in the inclusion diagram 
when G is an algebraic group of classical type. In Chapter 3 we give a model 
for the case when G/K is of type AIII. This model was the actual starting 
point for this thesis and was used as a confirmation and testing ground for the 
theory outlined in Chapter 1. In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we examine further the 
various classical cases. We conclude the thesis with Chapter 6 in which we list a 
computer programme for implementing the algorithm to construct the inclusion 
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diagram of [B, K) double cosets. Using this programme we also present some 
data for the cases where G is an algebraic group of exceptional type. 
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Chapter 1 
The Bruhat order on symmetric 
varieties 
This chapter presents the background theory on the Bruhat order on symmetric 
varieties which is needed to produce the examples studied later on. We first fix 
some notation. 
AU algebraic groups and algebraic varieties are considered over an alge-
braically closed base field F of characteristic not equal to 2. Let G be a quasi-
simple algebraic group, that is, a group having no proper, closed, connected, 
normal subgroups). Let 5 be a Borel subgroup of G and let T be a maxi-
mal torus contained in B. The normaliser of T in G is denoted by N(T) and 
W{= W{T) = N[T)IT) is the Weyl group of {G,T). Let $ ( = $ ( r ) ) be the 
corresponding root system. By we denote the positive system determined by 
B and A denotes the corresponding simple system. Let S = {^a : oc £ A } be 
the set of simple reflections so that {W, S) is a Coxeter group, the corresponding 
length function being denoted by I. Let WQ be the unique element of W of greatest 
length. Let I denote the set {w e W : w^ = 1}. Note that the set I includes 
the identity. 
For a subset J of A let Wj be the subgroup of W generated by the set of 
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reflections Sj = : a € J}. Let wj be the unique element of Wj of greatest 
length. We denote the set BWjB by P ( = Pj). It is well known by a theorem of 
Tits (see, for example [4], 65.13) that P is actually a subgroup of G containing B, 
called a sta,ndard parabolic subgroup with respect to B. Let P~{= Pj) be the 
subgroup WQPWQ, it is the opposite parabolic subgroup to P containing T. Let 
B~ be the subgroup WQBWQ, it is the opposite Borel subgroup to B containing 
T. Every left coset in WjWj contains a unique element of smallest length (see 
4], 64.38). Let Dj) be the set of minima] (left) coset representatives for 
W/Wj. The following theorem characterises the set D and also shows that D is 
a suitable parametrisation of the set B\G/P of {B,P) double cosets of G and 
also of the set B\G/P- of {B,P-) double cosets of G. 
Theorem 1.1 The set D is equal to the set {d e W : d{J) C }. The map 
d BdP is an order preserving bijection from D onto the set B\G/P. The map 
d h^ BdP~ gives an order reversing bijection from D onto the set B\G/P~. 
Proof: The first statement foUows from the facts that: 
(i) Given a w in VK there is a unique d in D and a unique v in Wj such 
that w equals dv and their lengths satisfy l{w) = l{d) + l{v) (see [4], 
65.38). 
(ii) The geometric interpretation of l{w) is the number of positive roots 
sent by w to negative roots (see [8], CoroUary 1.7). 
For the second result see [4], 65.21. 
Finally, from [4], 65.21, we have for I, K C S and ceW that 
picPk = n 
WBWjcWK 
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Multiplying on the right by wo, substituting dwo for c and noting that wq is an 
involution gives 
PIDWOPKWO = ] J BWWQWQBWQ. 
VJWO £WJDWO WJ^WO 
Substituting W for WWQ and J* = WGJWO for K we obtain 
PJDWOPJ'WO = BWWQBWQ. 
W^WJDWQWJTWO 
Now WQBWQ — B~, WQPJ'WQ - P~ and WQWJ'-WO = WJ. Specialising to the 
case where I is the empty set, so that PJ equals B and WJ is the trivial group, 
yields 
BDP- = U B'wB. 
WEDWJ 
From the Bruhat decomposition it follows that G can be written as B~WB. 
Thus we indeed have a bijection. The fact that it is order reversing follows 
from the result that; for arbitrary elements w and w' of W, the intersection 
BWB n B~w'B is non-empty if and only IF w' < w (see [5], Corollary 1.2). • 
Note that the previous theorem and others like it, linking D to {B,P) or 
[B, P~) double cosets, can be generalised to linking double coset representatives 
for WI\W/WJ with PI\G/PJ and P A G / P j , for example see [10 . 
For a root a in $ the corresponding root group Ua is defined as the unique, 
connected, T-stable subgroup of G having Lie(G)a as its Lie algebra. Let be 
the set of roots spanned by J and let VJ be the set of a in $ such that UA is 
contained in P . Note that is contained in F j . In the following we state some 
facts which can be found in [7], 30.2 or [1], §3. Let denote the set of positive 
roots not in that is, 
{7 G : 7 = X] where there exists an a ^ J with 71^(7) 0 f 
a S A J 
and let UJ be the unipotent radical (see [7], 19.5) of P. Then Lie(J7j) equals 
Lie(G)a and Lie(P) equals Lie(T) + Eaer^ Lie(G)a. Also there exists a 
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connected, reductive subgroup K{= Kj) such that 
Ue{K) = Lie(r) + J ] Lie(G)a 
aeij 
and moreover P is the semidirect product of K by Uj. The group K is called 
the Levi subgroup (or Levi factor) of the standard parabolic subgroup P. The 
factorisation KUj is called a Levi decomposition of P. Alternatively we could 
define K to be the intersection of P and P~. 
The highest root a can be expressed as l^aeA na{a)a. We shall assume from 
now on that Uj is abelian. The following theorem shows the restriction placed on 
J by this condition. In the next chapter we shall present tables for the possible 
subsets J that can occur. 
Theorem 1.2 The unipotent radical Uj is abelian if and only if J is of the form 
A \ where /5 is a simple root occurring with multiplicity one in a, that is, 
np{a) = 1. Also, there exists an automorphism 0 of G of order 2, satisfying 
(i) B and T are 9-stable, so that {B, T) is a standard pair for 6 in the 
sense of [14], 2.3, 
(ii) K is the identity component of the fixed point subgroup of 9. 
The automorphism 6 can be chosen to be conjugation by an element t of T and 
so 9 will act trivially on T, on $ and on W. Furthermore in the case where F is 
the field of complex numbers G/P is a compact Hermitian symmetric space (see 
[6], Chapter VIII). 
Proof: By classification. To be more specific, by comparing [6], Section X.3 with 
15], Table 1. ° 
This theorem provides a hint as to why we require the characteristic of F not 
to be equal to 2. If 9 is an involutory automorphism given by conjugation by 
some t then t must be of order 2. In any field F' of characteristic 2 the elements 
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of GL{n,F') of order 2 have the property that their sole eigenvalue is 1, that 
is, they are unipotent. The only unipotent matrix which is diagonalisable is the 
identity, hence in the characteristic 2 case there are no diagonalisable elements 
of order 2. 
We assume from now on that we have chosen an automorphism d satisfying 
all the conditions in the above theorem. Richardson and Springer (in [12] and 
14]) introduced the following notation to study the (B^K) double cosets of G. 
Define a morphism T: G ^ G by setting T{g) to be g9{g~''-) (so T{g) = gtg~'^t). 
This morphism induces an isomorphism from the coset space G/K onto T(G). 
We set 
V = {geG: T(g) E N(T) } = {geG: gtg-' G N{T) }. 
The group T x K acts on V by {t',k).g = t'gk'K Let V{G)) be the set 
of (T X K) orbits. There is also an action of the group B x K on G given by 
{b,k).g = bgk~^ and the orbits of this action are the {B,K) double cosets of G. 
By a theorem of Springer ([14], §4) we have that V is finite and the inclusion of 
V into G induces a bijection of V onto the set V = B\G/K of {B,K) double 
cosets of G. 
For each orbit v in V we choose a representative x{v) to lie in V. For v in 
V the image of r(x(t;)) in W is in I and so we obtain a map (f): V I hy 
defining (f){v) to be T{X{V))T. Furthermore, since K is a. subgroup of P, then 
each (B, P) double coset is the (finite) union of (5 , K) double cosets so Bx{v)K 
is contained in BdP for a unique d in D. Thus we define a map V ^ W/Wj 
by setting ip{v) to be dWj. We define a map p: V ^ I x W/Wj by the rule 
that p{v) is {(p{v),ip{v)). The following theorem shows we can use the image of 
p to parametrise V. 
Theorem 1.3 The map p:V^Ix W/Wj is injective. 
Proof : See [11]. ° 
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Let S denote the image of p, thus p-.V—^S is a bijection. For dm D define 
X{d) to be the set { a G : < 0}. Since d{J) is a subset of then 
in fact X[d) is fl d{ — ^ j ) . The next theorem shows how to compute S given 
the sets D and X(d) (which are comparatively easy to find). 
T h e o r e m 1.4 Let a be an element of X. Then {a,dWj) is in S if and only if 
the following condition holds: 
f There exists a subset {71,72, ••• ,7r} of X{d) such that •ji is orthogonal to 
7j for each i not equal to j (and so the corresponding refections s^. and s^j 
commute) and we can write a as s-^^s^^ ... Sy^. 
Proof: See [11]. • 
Let T(d) denote the set {a E T : (a, dWj) E S } then 
S= U {(a,dWj):a€l(d)}. 
deD 
We characterise the closed {B, K) double cosets. 
T h e o r e m 1.5 For a v in V: 
(i) The double coset Bx{v)K is closed if and onlyif4>{v) is the identity. 
(ii) Each {B,P) double coset contains a unique closed {B,K) double 
coset. 
Proof: For (i) see [14], Corollary 6.6. For (ii), notice that it follows trivially from 
the previous theorem that for all d in D the identity is in X(d). • 
Theorem 1.1 showed that the set B\G/P- of all {B,P-) double cosets is 
parametrised by the set D of minimal left coset representatives. Thus we obtain 
another map : V W/Wj assigning to each v = BxK the unique double 
coset cWj such that BcP~ contains BxK. 
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Proposition 1.6 Let v be an element of V. If p{v) equals {a,dWj) then ip (v) 
equals adWj. 
Proof: See [11]. • 
1.1 An algorithm for S 
We present a method due to Richardson (see [11]) for calculating S and the 
corresponding Bruhat order, both weak and strong. 
Let (Ti = {ai,diWj) and a2 = {a2,d2Wj) be elements of S. Let s be in S. 
We write <7i A a2 if sa2 < a2 and one of the conditions (A) or (B) holds: 
(A) (i) sa2 a2S and a^  = sa2S, 
(ii) If sd2 < d2 then = sd2^  whereas if sd2 > d2 then 
di = d2. 
(B) (i) sa2 = a2S and ai = .sa2, 
(ii) If sd2 < then either di — sd2 or di — <^ 2, whereas if 
sd2 > 2^ then di = d2. 
We write <JI — a 2 if A a2 for some s in S. We define a partial order 
(the weak Bruhat order) on S by: For a and a in E write a a ii there exists a 
sequence 
a = (To ^ a\ ^ ... ar — cr. 
There exists an element (Tmax such that, for aU a in we have a h o-max (see 
12], Section 7), namely (Jmax is (flmax, ( l^axW j^), where a^ax > « and cLax > d 
for aU {a,dWj) in E. Explicitly a^^^ = wqWi and c/MAX = W Q W J , where I is the 
subset of S marked by the black dots in the Satake diagram of {G,9) (see [6], 
Table VI, Chapter X). We shaU display tables for the possible subsets I in the 
next chapter. 
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The strong Bruhat order is given inductively as follows (see [12], 5.2 on "the 
standard order on X " ) : Let a and a be elements of E with the difference be-
tween the dimensions of and being 1, then a < a (that is, 
is contained in the closure of if and only if there exists a se-
quence (^i(i), •St(2)) • • • ? -^ iXr)) of elements of S for which 
«.(1) «i(3) «.(r) fr-^CTl ^ ( 7 2 — C T p 
. «i(l) . «.(2) . «.(3) «.(r) . <7 —> (Ti —> <72 —> . . . ^ 
and (Tr (Tr- Note that this does incorporate the weak Bruhat order. 
For practical purposes we consider the inclusion diagram of ( 5 , K) double 
cosets in which two double cosets are joined by an edge if one is contained in 
the closure of the other and the difference in their dimensions is one. The reason 
why that is sufficient and why the inductive definition given above works is that 
V has the following chain property: given arbitrary elements v and v' of V with 
V < v' and the difference between the dimensions of v' and v being r there exist 
elements Vi,V2.,..., i^r-i of V such that 
V = VQ < VI < V2 < . . . < Vr = v' 
and the difference between the dimensions of Vi^ i and is 1. In fact to construct 
such a inclusion diagram one only needs to start from the minimal dimensional 
double cosets and proceed inductively by dimension in each step considering the 
double cosets of dimension one more than those considered in the previous step. 
1.2 A generalisation 
Let / be a subset of A. Using the results given above, Richardson (see [10]) 
presents the following method to expHcitly enumerate the {Pi,K) double cosets 
of G. By definition Pj is a standard parabolic subgroup and so contains B. Since 
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there is only a finite number of {B, K) double cosets, that each (P/, K) double 
coset is a finite union of {B, K) double cosets. In particular, each (P/, K) double 
coset contains a unique (S , K) double coset of maximal possible dimension. That 
is to say, if x is an element of G then there exists a in G such that v = ByK (an 
element of V) is an open, dense subset of PixK and this v is unique. We denote 
by Vi the subset of V consisting of all v = ByK such that t; is a dense open 
subset of PiyK. Because of the uniqueness of v the inclusion map ByK ^ PiyK 
maps Vi bijectively onto the set Pi\G/K of (P/, K) double cosets. Let Sj denote 
the image of p restricted to Vj. The enumeration of the (P/, K) double cosets 
derives from an expUcit description of the subset Si of S. 
Every double coset in Wi\W/Wj contains a unique element of smallest 
length (see [4], 64.38). Let D{I,J) be the set of minimal double coset repre-
sentatives for the elements of Wi\W/Wj. If d is such a minimal double coset 
representative then WidWj is a finite union of left Wj cosets. Let r((f) be 
the set {d' e D d'Wj C WidWj } so that WidWj has the decomposition 
Ua'emd'Wj. 
Lemma 1.7 For each d in B(I,J) there exists a unique element d* in r(d) of 
maximal length. 
Proof: From [4], 65.21 we have 
PidPj= U n BwB= U BcPj. 
cerid) wecWj cer(d) 
The algebraic group B x Pj acts on PidPj by (b,p).x = bxp'^. Since this 
action has a finite number of orbits there must exist a unique, open, dense B x Pj 
orbit, that is, a unique, open, dense {B,Pj) double coset in PidPj. Let d* be 
the element of T{d) corresponding to this double coset. That d* is maximal in 
length follows from the fact, that for a d' in D, 
dim Bd'Pj = l{d') + l{wj) + dim 
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(see [10], Lemma 3.1). • 
Let D*{I, J) be the set {dT : d ^ D{I, J) }. We say that D*{I, J) is the set 
of minimax double coset representatives for Wj\W/Wj. 
Associated to each d in D we define the following sets: 
(i) V(d)^{v eV:7/;(v)^dWj}. 
(ii) A(d) = {aeA: s^dWj = dWj }. 
Note that W^ ^^ d) is the (parabolic) subgroup of W which is the W-stabihser of 
dWj. Let I[d) be the set A((f) f l / . If n is an element of N{T) and v an element 
of V then nx{v) is a representative of some v' in V. This v' depends only on the 
image of n in W. We thus obtain an action of VK on V" which restricts to a well 
defined action of on 
Proposition 1.8 Let d be an element of D*{I,J). Each Wr^d) orbit on V{d) 
has a unique element of maximal dimension. The group W7((i) acts on T[d) 
by conjugation and each orbit on T{d) has a unique element of maximal 
length. 
Proof: See [11]. • 
Let d be an element of D*{I^J), we define I*{d) to be the set of all a in 
I{d) such that a is of maximal length in the Wj^d) orbit of a (that is, the set 
{ wavj'^ : w G Wj^d) })• 
Theorem 1.9 Let {a,d) be in E, then (a,d) is an element of £"/ if and only if 
d is in D*{I, J) and a is in I*(d). 
Proof: See [11]. ° 
This theorem then gives the desired precise description of the set Sj and hence 
of the set Pi\G/K of {Pi,K) double cosets. 
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Chapter 2 
Examples in the Hermitian 
symmetric case 
From Theorem 1.2 we obtained a condition on subsets J of A which ensures 
that K{= Kj) is the identity component of the fixed point subgroup of an 
appropriate involutory automorphism 9. We shall use the notation of [2], so that 
the a's denote simple roots and the e's denote standard basis elements for the 
appropriate EucHdean space. The following Dynkin diagrams are those of the 
four classical families of Lie algebras, the restrictions on n are meant to avoid 
repetitions of diagrams (see [13], 2.13): 
Type An {n > 1), where a^  is e,- — £i+i for each i in [l,n], 
o o o o o o 
CCl a 2 a n - 2 « n - l « n 
Type Bn {n > 2), where cti is £{ - e^ +i for each i in [l ,n - 1] and equals £„, 
o o o o c> o 
a 2 0C3 « n - 2 « n - l « n 
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Type Cn (n > 3), where ai is a — £i+i for eacli i in [1, n — 1] and a„ equals 2e„, 
o 
OCl 
o 
OC2 
o • o 
an-2 Oln-l 
C) / o 
Qlrx 
Type Dn {n > 4), where ctj is £i — for each i in — 1] and equals 
£n-l + £n-
O o 
a2 
• o 
cts 
fin-l 
Otn-3 
From [2], PI. I-IV, we tabulate the following information showing all the pos-
sible sets J in the case of classical Lie algebras, which satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1.2: 
Type Allowable J 
A \ {ai} with i G [l,ri] 
Br. A \ { a , } 
Cn A \ { a j 
Dr. A \ {ai} with i G { l , n - l,7i} 
In some Dynkin diagrams there exist non-trivial diagram automorphisms. 
These induce isomorphisms between various symmetric varieties. In type for 
each i in [1, the non-trivial diagram automorphism sends the set A\{Q;i} to 
A \ {ctn-i+i}. As a result for type An, we need study only those subsets J of the 
form A \ { a i } where i is in [1, ^±1]. In type there is a diagram automorphism 
which sends the set A \ {a^} to A \ {an-i}- As a result for type Dn we need to 
study only those J of the form A \ {a^} where i is an element of { l , n } . 
The following Dynkin diagrams (using again the notation of [2]) are of the 
only two exceptional Lie algebras for which there are admissible subsets J which 
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satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2: 
Type Eq, where a i equals \{ei + es) - |(e2 + £3 + £4 + £5 + £6 + £7), where 0:2 
equals e\ + £2 and where a,- equals £i_i — £i_2 for each i in [3, 6 
0:2 
o 
o 
"1 
• o 
«3 
- o -
a4 
- 0 
0:5 
• o 
ae 
Type Ej, where for each i in [1,6] the ai are the same as in type Eq and 0:7 
equals Ce — £5. 
0:2 
o 
o 
«1 
o 
aa 
- o -
a4 
O 
0^5 
• o 
0:6 
• o 
«7 
For the exceptional Lie algebras, the following table shows all the possible 
sets J satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2: 
Type Allowable J 
Ee 
E7 
A \ { a j with i G { 1 , 6 } 
A \ { a r } 
In type Eq the non-trivial diagram automorphism sends the subset of simple 
roots A \ { a i } to A \ { a e } , hence for this type we need only study the case 
A \ { a e } . 
In the following sections we give, for the cases of the classical Lie algebras, 
explicit descriptions of the sets X{d) and X{d) (defined in the discussion preceding 
Theorem 1.4) for the various minimal left coset representatives d of W/Wj. 
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2 . 1 T y p e A ^ 
The Coxeter group W is isomorphic to 5'„+i. Here X is the set of all a in VF 
which are the product of disjoint 2-cycles. We define High(a) to be the set of 
high points of a, that is, 
High(a) = { i G [1, Ti + 1] : a{i) <i ]-. 
Similarly, we define Low(a) to be the set of low points of a, so that 
Low(a) = { i G [1, + 1] : a{i) > i }. 
Let J be equal to A \ {a^} where j is an element of [1, Then Wj is 
the subgroup of W consisting of all those elements fixing setwise the sets 
and + 1,71 + 1], thus Wj is isomorphic to Sj x Sn-j+i • Note that if an element 
of W stabilises [1, j] it must necessarily stabihse [j + l , r i + 1]. Hence for w and 
w' in W it follows that w and w' are in the same left coset of Wj, that is, differ 
only by an element of W which fixes [l,y] setwise, if and only if w([l, j]) equals 
w'([l , j]) . Let A be the set of sequences A in N-' where 
1 < Ai < A2 < . . . < Aj < n. 
The set A then parametrises W/Wj by assigning to a coset the unique A in A 
for which Set(A) is the image of [1, j ] under any representative of the coset. 
To each A in A we pair the sequence A in which is obtained by arranging 
the elements of + 1] \ Set(A) in increasing order. Then Set(A) is the image 
of [j + + 1] under any element of W which sends [ l , j ] to Set(A). Let dx be 
the element of W defined by 
Ai for i e [ l , i ] , 
Xi-j for i e [j + l,n + 1 . 
It easy to check that Dj, the set of minimal left coset representatives, is 
{C/A •  € A}. The action of d^^ on the Euchdean space containing the root 
dx{i) = 
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system is given by: 
(i) For each i in [ l , j ] we have (£>,.) = a . 
(ii) For each i in [l,n — jf + 1] we have — ^j+k-
Thus the set of positive roots sent to negative roots by d^^ is 
X{dx) = {ek-€x. : ie [ l , i ] , ke [l,Ai - 1] \Set(A)} 
It follows by Theorem 1.4 and from the fact that the transposition associated to 
the positive root Ek — CA, is {k,Xi) (with k < Xi by definition) that 
I{dx) = { a e l : High(a) C Set(A) and Low(a) n Set(A) = 0 ]-. 
2.2 Type B^ 
The Coxeter group W is isomorphic to the 'signed' permutation group on n 
letters. That is, is the semi direct product of the groups Wi and W2. The 
group Wi acts by sign changes on the £i and is thus isomorphic to (Z/2Z)". It 
is normal in W. The group W2 acts by permuting the Ei and is thus isomorphic 
to Sn- Each element w olW shall be uniquely written as W1W2, where each Wi 
is in Wi. We define maps TTi: W Wi by setting 7ri(w) to Wi. The sign change 
(i? ~j) is denoted by Xj. Now I is the set of all a in for which: 
(i) 7r2(a) is a product of disjoint 2-cycles, 
(ii) the map sign o ttx is constant on each orbit of 7r2(a). 
Let J be equal to A \ { a i } . The parabolic subgroup Wj of W consists of 
aU elements fixing 1. Thus w and w' in W are in the same left coset of Wj if 
and only if w{l) equals w'( l ) . We then parametrise W/Wj by assigning to a 
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coset the unique element i of [—n, w] \ {0 } which is the image of 1. Let di be the 
element of W defined by 
i for j = 1, 
j - 1 for J e [2, |i|], 
j for J G [|i| + l,ri . 
The set D of minimal left coset representatives is given by { di : i G 
di{j) = 
—n, n \ { o } } . 
The action of d^ on the EucUdean space containing the root system is given by 
sign(i)£i for j = |i|, 
M^j) = for j e [1, - 1], 
Sj for j € [|i| + l,ri . 
Thus for each i in the set of positive roots sent to negative roots by d^^ is 
X{di) = {ej-ei : j e [l,i-l]}. 
Therefore for each i in [l,n] we get 
I{di) = { e , {i,j) : j e 1 ] } . 
It is not surprising that for i an element of [l,n] the result is similar to the case 
of type An where J is the set A \ { « : } . 
For each i in [—w, —1] the set X{di) is 
{ e _ i , e-i-£j, e - i + efc : i G [ - i + fc e \ { - i } ] - . 
And so for each i in [—n, —1] the set I{di) is 
{ e , s - i , x^ixk{-i,k) : j e [-i +l,n], A; G [1,n] \ { - i } 
2.3 Type 
The Coxeter group W is isomorphic to the 'signed' permutation group on n letters 
as in the case of type . 
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Let J be equal to A\{Q:n}- The parabolic subgroup Wj is the subgroup of W 
which acts by just permuting the Cj and so is isomorphic to Sn (it was denoted 
W2 in the discussion of type Bn). Thus w and w' in W are in the same left coset 
of W j if and only if 7ri(w) equals Xi(ty'). Let A' be the set of sequences ft in N' 
where l{—length.{fj,)) is in [l,Ti] and 
n > Hi > fi2 > • • • > fii > I-
We parametrise W/Wj by assigning to a coset the unique fx in A' for which 7ri{d) 
is equal to nj6Set(M) ^^y representative d of the coset. 
Let d^ be the element of W defined by setting to nj6Set(/:i) 
setting •K2{<1'h) to 
n /^ i + + 1,/ii + 2 ) . . . (n - l ,n ) . 
i6[i,/] 
The set of minimal left coset representatives is then : /x E A ' } . The action 
of on the EucUdean space containing the root system is given by: 
(i) For each i in [1,/] we have = —En-i+i-
(ii) For each j not in Set(/f) let •s(j)) be the cardinality of the set 
{ k GSet{fi) : k < j}, then d-^{ej) = E j s . 
The action of permutes the lines spanned by the Therefore if i is in 
Set(/i) and j is not in Set(//) the strict inequahty \d~^{i)\ > \d~'^ij)\ holds and 
so the above action on the EucHdean space is well defined. Consequently for each 
ft in A' the set X{df^) of positive roots sent to negative roots by , is 
{ei, + ei-€k : i, j eSeiifi), i ^ j, k e [i + l,n]\Sei{fi)}. 
Hence the set consists of the elements a in J of the form where: 
(i) For some subsequence ( i ( l ) , 1 (2) , . . . , z(r) ) of (1,2, . . . ,/ ) 
7ri(a) = • • • ^f^nr)-
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(ii) Low(7r2(a)) C Set(/i). 
(iii) If /ifc is in High(7r2(a)) then both ///. and a(/Xfc) are contained in 
Note for an arbitrary a in X and j not in Set(/i) that a{j) can not be an element 
of • • • }• 
2 . 4 T y p e D^ 
The Coxeter group W is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of index 2 in the signed 
permutation group on n letters. To be precise it is the semidirect product of Wi 
/s 
and W2. The group Wi acting by an even number of sign changes on the £,• and 
is thus isomorphic to (Z/2Z)"~^. It is normal in W. The group W2 acting by 
permuting the and is thus isomorphic to S^. We define maps TTj as for the 
previous cases. As in the previous two sections, I is the set of aU a in VK for 
which 7R2(A) is a product of disjoint 2-cycles and the map sign o TTI is constant 
on each orbit of ^2(0) (the difference from the previous two cases being that we 
only consider elements that act by an even number of sign changes). Recall from 
the discussion at the start of this chapter that there are two cases to consider. 2.4.1 The case J = A\{ai} 
The parabolic subgroup Wj of W consists of all elements fixing 1. Hence this 
case is similar to that of type Again we parametrise W/Wj by assigning to 
a coset the unique element i of [-n,n] \ { 0 } which is the image of 1. Let di be 
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the element of W defined by 
i for j = 1, 
j - 1 for j € [2, 
^iU) — sign(i)(n — 1) for j — |i| = n, 
j for j G [|i| + l,ri], 
sign(i)n for j = n and |i| < n. 
The set of minimal left coset representatives D is then {di : i E 
The action of d^^ on the Euchdean space containing the root system is given by 
sign(i)£i for j = 
£j+i for j e [1, - 1], 
sign(i)en for \i\ < j = n oi \i\ = j + 1 = n, 
£j for jf G [|i| + 
\ { 0 } } . 
diiej) = 
Again the case where i is an element of [l,r2.] is simple, namely 
X{di) = { e j - e i : j e [ l , i - l ] } . 
And so for each i in [1, n] we have 
For i an element of [—n, — 1], 
X{di) = {e-i-Ej, £-i + €k : j e[-i+l,n], k e [l,n] \ {-i}] 
And so for each i in [—n, —1] we have that I{di) is 
{ e , i-i,j), x.ixj, x_ixk{-i,k) : j e[-i + l,n], fc G [1,n] \ { - i } ] 
2.4.2 The case J = A\ {an} 
The parabolic subgroup Wj is the subgroup of W which acts by just permuting 
the Ei and so is isomorphic to Sr, (we called it W2 in the discussion above). Hence 
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this case is similar to that of type Let A" be the set of sequences r in N' 
where I (=length(T)) is an even integer in the set [l,ri] and 
n > Ti > T2 > ... > Ti > 1. 
We then parametrise W/Wj by assigning to a coset the unique r in A" for which 
7ri((f) is njgSet(r) any representative d of the coset. 
Let dr be the element of W defined by: 
(i) 7ri((i^) = niGSet(r)a;j and 
(ii) TT^idr) = ni6[i,/](r,-,r,- + l){Tj + + 2 ) . . . (n - l ,n) . 
The set D of minimal left coset representatives is {d^ : r G A'}. The action of 
on the Euclidean space containing the root system is given by: 
(i) For each i in [1,/] we have d~^{£ri) — —£n-i+i-
(ii) For each j not in Set(T) let s{j)) be the cardinality of the set 
{k e Set (T) : k < j } , then ^H^j ) = ^j-s-
Thus for T in A' 
X{dr) = { + £j, £i-£k : hj G Set(r), i j, k G [i + 1,/i] \ Set (T) 
Hence the set I {dr) consists of elements a in J of the form: 
(i) 7ri(a) = a;r.(i)a;r,(2) • • • ^r^,) for some subsequence (z(l), 1 (2) , . . . , i{r)) 
of ( 1 , 2 , . . . , / ) of even length. 
(ii) {ri(i),ri(2),. . . ,ri(^)} C Support(7r2(a)). 
( i i i ) Low(7r2(a)) C Set (T) . 
(iv) If Tfc is in High(7r2(a)) then both tj, and a(rfc) are contained in 
{ • • • ,Ti{T) }• 
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2.5 Calculating a max 
Recall from Section 1.1 that amax is given by WQWI. The subset I can be de-
termined from the relevant Satake diagram. Recall that (fmax is given by WQWJ. 
The possible subsets J are given in tables in the introduction to this chapter. We 
summarise aU this in the following table, removing repetitions due to existence 
of diagram automorphisms. 
Note the restriction on n in the row labelled DHL This is due to the excep-
tional behaviour of the Dynkin diagram of type D^ in having Sz as its group of 
diagram automorphisms. The group Sz acts by permuting the endpoints so there 
is an automorphism sending A \ { a i } to A \ {0:4} and at the same time sending 
{ a 3 , a 4 } to {ai jCts} . Thus with D4 the BDI and Dili cases are isomorphic 
(see [6], Section X.6.4 for more details). 
Type J I 
AIII An with n > 1 A \ {aj} with j e [1, {0^+1,0:^+2,... , a n - j } 
BDI Br, with n>2 A \ { a i } { 0 3 , 0 4 , . . . , o „ } 
Dn with n > 4 
CI Cn with n > 3 A \ { a n } 0 
Dili Dn with n > 5 A \ { a n } {o i : i is odd and i / n} 
EIII Ee A \ { a e } { 0 3 , 0 4 , 0 5 } 
EVII Er A \ {ay} { 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 4 , 0 5 } 
When the field F is C the quotient space C f P is an irreducible, Riemannian 
globally symmetric space. The first column refers to the isomorphism type of 
such spaces. Note that this column lists all such possible irreducible symmetric 
spaces which are Hermitian, see [6], Table V, Chapter X. 
For the case of the classical Lie algebras we obtain the following compilation 
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of the possible pairs (amax, ^ ^ax)-
'^max (4iax 
AIII n {h^-i + 2) i+2,n-i+3, . . . ,n+l) 
BDI d-r 
CI n 
iG[l,n] 
Dili n X2i-lX2i{2i - l , 2 i ) ^(1,2, . . i f n odd, 
otherwise. 
See Sections 2.1 to 2.4 for the definitions of the respective dj^ a 
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Chapter 3 
A model for type AIII 
Denote by G the special linear group SLn{F) (which is a semisimple, simply-
connected algebraic group of type An-\). Let j be an element of [1, and let t 
be the diagonal matrix with — 1 in the first j places and 1 in the remaining n — j 
places. Let 6 be the automorphism of G of order 2 given by conjugation by t. 
The fixed point subgroup if of ^ is {GLj{F) x GLr,-j{F)) n G. Note that K is 
connected so it is equal to its own identity component. Denote by B the group 
of upper triangular matrices in G and by T be the group of diagonal matrices 
in G. Then T is a maximal torus of G contained in the Borel subgroup B. The 
normalisei N{T) of T in G is the group of monomial matrices in G. The Weyl 
group W{= N{T)/T) of {G,T) is isomorphic to Sn- The corresponding root 
system is 
^ = {ei - £k • I < < n}. 
The Borel subgroup B defines a system of positive roots 
= {£i - Ck I < i < k < n} 
and a simple system A = { : i € [ 1 , - 1] } for $ (where cci is Ei -
see introduction of previous chapter). We write Si for the simple reflection 
associated to the simple root a,-. In this case Si is the transposition + 1). 
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Denote by J the set A \ {ctj} . The fixed point subgroup K is the intersection 
of the standard parabolic subgroup P{= Pj) and its opposite parabolic subgroup 
p-{= Pj), ExpUcitly P is 
{a ^G : Qi^ k = 0 for i G [j + and k G [ l , i ] }. 
Thus -K'(= Kj) is a Levi subgroup. Hence we are dealing with the situation 
analyzed in Section 2.1. In this case the coset space GjP is the Grassman variety 
of j-planes in F " . Note that in [6] the special unitary group SU{n) is used in 
discussing the type All I case, but in fact when F is C, the quotient space G/P 
is isomorphic to SU{n)l{{U{j) x U{n - j)) n G). 
3.1 The set V 
In the case j is odd there is a slight complication in the computations since t is 
not an element of G. To overcome this problem let C be a primitive 2n-th root of 
1 if j is odd and 1 otherwise. We replace t in our computations by (.t (and stiU 
call this t). 
The conjugates of t in N{T) are the monomial matrices in G with eigenvalues 
— w i t h multiplicity j, and with multiplicity n — j. In particular, the image 
in of a conjugate of t in N{T) is an element of I with rank not exceeding j. 
Let A be the set of all pairs (a. A) where a is an element of I with rank not 
exceeding j and where yi is a subset of Fix(a) of cardinality j — rank(a). By a 
straightforward calculation we conclude that 
V = U ^(a,^) 
{a,A)eA 
where V(>I,<T) is the set of all matrices { M } in G satisfying: 
(i) Mi^k = 0 a i<j and k G Fix(a) \ A, 
(ii) = 0 iii> j and k e A, 
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(iii) for each orbit { i , k} of length 2 of a there exists a c in such that 
Mi^i - cMk,i for I < j and Mi^i = -cMk,i for I > j. 
By a simple calculation it can be shown that the set ^ of T x orbits 
on V is : [a, A) ^ A}. Hence the set of {B,K) double cosets of G is 
parameterised by the elements of A. The following algorithm computes an orbit 
representative x of 
(i) Let A be the sequence in N-' of the elements of AULow(a) arranged in 
non-decreasing order and let A be the sequence in N""-' of the elements 
of [ l ,n] \ (A U High(a)) arranged also in non-decreasing order. 
(ii) Let x\i,k = (Kronecker symbol) for 1 < i,k < j and let 
k+j ~ (Kronecker symbol) for 1 < i,k < n — j. 
(iii) For each orbit {i, k} of length 2 of a (with i < k) let Xk,i = for 
I < j and let Xk,i = —Xi^ i^ j for I > j. 
(iv) Let Xi k = 0 for any (i, k)-i\i index which has not been assigned in 
(ii)-(iii). 
(v) Finally we normalise x so that our representative x is in G, let 
X = (det x)~"x. 
The sequences A and A constructed here are exactly those which are discussed 
in Section 2.1. The representative x computed here is the one used in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1. 
3.2 Further information 
Since K is contained in both P and P~ it follows that each {B,K) double coset 
is contained in a unique ( 5 , P) double coset and a unique {B, P~) double coset. 
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Regarded as a set, WjWj is isomorphic to Vj, the subset of the power set of 
l,7i] consisting of those subsets of cardinality j . The isomorphism is given by 
wWj I—> t(;([l,_7]). By Section 2.1 this map is independent of the coset repre-
sentative chosen. Thus we can define a map V Vj by setting 'il>+{v) to 
w{[l,j]), where w is an element of W and BwP is the unique {B, P) double coset 
containing x{v). The double coset BwP has the decomposition IJVG«;WJ BVB so 
(j)^ is well defined. Similarly we define a map ip^ : V Vj by setting ip-{v) 
to w ' ( [ l , j ] ) where Bw'P~ is the unique {B^P~) double coset containing x{v). 
The double coset Bw'P~ has the decomposition Wy^-uj'Wj BvB~ so (f)- is well 
defined. 
The following lemma reflects the general result for an arbitrary subset J of 
A if c and d are minimal left Wj coset representatives then the intersection 
BdPj n BcPj is non-empty if and only ii c < d. This result is known in the 
folklore of the subject, for a proof see [10], Theorem 3.7. 
Lemma 3.1 If v is the element ofV containing then the following equa-
tions hold: 
(1) = AIJLow(a) and 
(2) = AnHigh(a ) . 
Proof: The statements are proved by applying the following algorithms to the 
standard orbit representative x calculated at the end of Section 3.1. 
(1) To find the element w in W for which x is an element of BwB: find the 
least k for which Xn,k is non-zero; then w {k ) = n, row-reduce the k-th column 
pivoting on Xn,k-, delete n-th row and A;-th column from resulting matrix and 
proceed inductively on this new (n — 1) x (n — 1) matrix. 
(2) To find the element lu' in W for which x is an element of Bw'B~, where 
B~ is the subgroup of lower triangular matrices in G: find the greatest k for 
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which Xn,k is non-zero; then w'{k) = n, row-reduce the k-th column pivoting 
on Xn^ k, delete the n-th row and the j-th column from the resulting matrix and 
proceed inductively on this new (ti — 1) x (n — 1) matrix. 
It is straightforward from the given algorithms that = AULow(a) 
and i(;'([l, j ] ) = AUHigh(a) . This tells which left Wj cosets w and w' belong to. 
Hence it tells which {B,P) and which {B,P~) double cosets v belongs to. • 
As a corollary of this result we obtain a proof of Proposition 1.6 for the type 
AIII case. This is since a maps High(a) to Low(a) while leaving A fixed. 
Recall the definition of the set A in Section 2.1. For each Q in Vj let A((5) be 
the element of A for which Set(A((5)) equals Q. The algebraic group B x K acts 
on each (-B,P) and {B,P~) double coset by {b,k).x = hxk~^. Since this action 
has a finite number of orbits there must exist a unique, open, dense ( 5 , K) double 
coset in each {B,P) and {B,P~) double coset. It foUows from Theorem 1.1 
and Proposition 1.6 that there exists a unique a of maximal length such that 
p~^{a,dx(Q)) is the unique, open, dense {B,K) double coset in the double cosets 
Bdx(^Q)P and Badx{Q)P~ • This a is given by 
a = l ) (A(Q) ,_ i , 2 ) . . . r ) 
where r is the cardinality of [ l , j ] \ Q. In particular, the unique, open, dense 
{B,K) double coset in G is />"H(axnax, where: 
flmax = {n,l){n - 1 , 2 ) . . . + 1 - j j ) and 
Qmax = [n - + l , n . 
From the model for type AIII developed in Section 2.1 we obtain a formula 
for the number of {B, K) double cosets. 
Theorem 3.2 Let G be a qua,si-simple cdgebraic group of type The car-
dinality of B\G/Kj, where J is A \ {a^} and j is in [1, f ], is equal to 
nl 
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P r o o f : Let V[i) be the set of all elements v of F such that (j)[v) has rank i. 
So the number of double cosets is 1^(01- From Section 2.1 we know that 
the cardinality of V{i) is equal to the number of pairs (a, A) such that a is an 
involution of Sn of rank i and A is a subset of Fix(a) of cardinality j — i. The 
number of involutions in Sn of rank i is 
(3.3) 
The number of subsets of Fix(a) of cardinality j — i is 
{n-2i)\ 
(3.4) 
( i - z ) ! ( n - i - z ) ! ' 
and this number does not depend on the chosen involution of rank i is chosen. 
Thus the number of elements in F ( i ) is equal to the product of formula 3.3 and 
formula 3.4. Recall the definition of the set A in Section 2.1. The result foUows 
from summing over all possible ranks that elements of Uaga^(<^a) can have. • 
3.3 Enumerating (P/, K) double cosets 
Let / be a subset of A of cardinality (71 — 1) — r, that is, a subset of A with r 
simple roots removed. We write I as 
and arrange the indices so that 1 < z(l) < i{2)... < i{r) < n. For ease of 
notation we extend the indices so that z(0) equals 0 and i{r + 1) equals n. We 
regard these indices as providing a partioning of [ l ,n], by which we mean 
r + l 
[ l , n ] = U [ i ( / i - l ) + l , i ( /0 ] -
h=i 
Recall that J is the set A \ {«_,} and (see Section 2.1) two elements w and 
w' in W are in the same left coset of Wj if and only if w ( [ l , i ] ) equals w'( [ l , j ] ) . 
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The parabolic subgroup Wj of W consists of all elements which stabilise the set 
i{h — 1) + l,i(/i)] for each h in [l ,r + 1]. For w in W and h in [l,r + 1] let 
I{w, h) be the set 
[i{h-l) + l,i{h)]\w{[l,j]). 
Clearly, if w' is an element of the same left Wj coset as w, then, for each h in 
l , r + 1], the sets /(w,/t) and I{w\h) are equal. Of course this result need not 
necessarily hold for elements of the same right Wj coset, but what is true is that 
the cardinality of the respective sets will be equal. Combining these two results 
we see that if w and w' are elements of the same [Wj, Wj) double coset then 
I{w,h)\ = \I{w',h)\ for each /i 6 [l ,r + 1 • 
Conversely if w and w' are not elements of the same (W/, Wj) double coset there 
exists an /i in [l ,r + 1] such that |/(t<;,/i)| is not equal to \I{w',h) . 
Thus Wi\W/Wj is parametrised by sequences A in N'""'"^  where, for any 
representative w of the {Wj, Wj) double coset being parametrised. A/ equals 
I{w,h)\ for each h in [ l ,r + 1]. Let A(= A( / , J)) be the set of all allowable 
sequences such that D*{I, J) = {c?(A) : A G A}, where d{X) is the minimax double 
coset representative for the {Wj, Wj) double coset associated to the sequence A. 
In particular, note that for each A in A we must have that: 
(i) A; € [0,i{h) — i{h — 1)] for each h in [l ,r + 1], 
(ii) E L i '^h = n - j. 
This parametrisation of double cosets of Sn can be generalised to the case 
that M is an arbitrary subset of A of cardinality (n - 1) - We write M as 
A \ { «m(2), • • • > } 
with indices arranged so that m(l ) < m(2) < . . . < m{s). Let m(0) equal 0. 
Then WI\W/WM is parametrised as follows by sequences in for any 
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representative w of the (W/, Wm) double coset being parametrised, then 
Hk(r+i)+h = [i{h - 1) + l , i ( /0 ] \ w{[m{k - 1) + l,m(A;)]) 
where k is in [1, s] and h is in [1, r + 1 . 
In Section 2.1 we parametrised W/Wj by A, the set of sequences A in N^ 
such that Set(A) is the image of [ l , j ] under a coset representative. We also 
constructed a set of minimal left coset representatives Dj denoted dx where A 
was an element of A. Now J) is a subset of Dj and so, for a given A in A, 
it is straightforward to check that the A in A for which dx equals d{\) is given as 
follows: 
r + l 
Set(A) = U [i{h - 1) + A;. + 1, i{h)] (3.5) 
h=i 
and so A is the sequence obtained by arranging the elements of Set(A) in increas-
ing order. That is, the admissible sets Set(A) are the possible sets obtained by 
removing j numbers from [l,n] in such a way that all numbers come from the 
'high' part of the sets that arise from partitioning with respect to I. By 
this we mean that if k is an element of Set(A) n [i{h — 1) + l,i(/i)], for some h 
in [ l ,r + 1], then we require [A;,i(/i)] to be a subset of Set(A). In particular, the 
number of {Wi ,Wj ) double cosets is equal to the number of ways this can be 
done. Note that with Equation 3.5 we can easily solve A given A (and vice versa) 
and so we do have a bijection A —> A given by A i—> A. 
From Section 2.1 we have that I{d{\)) is the set of all a in T for which High(a) 
is contained in the left hand side of Equation 3.5, and for which Low(a) has a 
non-empty intersection with the left hand side of Equation 3.5. Now A((i(A)) 
is the set of all those a in A for which Sad{\)Wj equals d{X)Wj. Recall from 
Section 2.1 that Sad{\) and d{\) are in the same left Wj coset if and only 
if 5a(i(A)([l,i]) equals d{\){[l,j]). Now by definition i (A)( [ l , i ] ) is equal to 
Set(A). Thus 
A{d{X)) = { a € A : ^a(Set(A)) = Set(A) } . 
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The only elements of S which might not stabilise Set(A) are those associated to 
the end points of the partition of Set(A) given in Equation 3.5, that is, the set 
(A \ / ) U : he[l,r + l], - 1) + A, ^ {0,n} } (3.6) 
Now an element Sk of 3.6 wiU stabilise Set(A) if and only if {k, A; + 1} n Set(A) 
is not a singleton, that is, if and only if two sets in the partition of Set(A) 
in Equation 3.5 are consecutive. Clearly this wiU only occur if for some h in 
l , r + 1] we have that X^ is either equal to 0 or {i{h) — i{h — 1)) , but then 
these are precisely the cases where is not a reflection associated to I. 
Hence the set of elements of I whose associated reflections stabilise Set(A) has 
an empty intersection with 3.6, thus 
I{d{X)) / \ { : he [hr + 1] i{h - 1) + A, ^ {0,n} } , 
and the cardinality of I{d{\)) is equal to 
(ti - 1) - r - { A/i : /i € [1, r + 1] and 0 < A,, < i{h) - i{h - 1) ^ 
3.4 An example 
To demonstrate Section 3.3 we give the example of G = ( F ) in the case 
where J is the set A \ {0:2} and 
I = {ai.a^} = A \ {0:2, as} 
Thus r = 2 and i(0) = 0, i ( l ) = 2, i{2) = 3, and i(3) = 5. Now Wi is the 
subgroup of consisting of aU those elements which fix setwise the sets 
{ 1 ,2 } , { 3 } , { 4 ,5 } . (3.7) 
The possible sets Set(A) are those obtained by removing two numbers from [1,5 
such that all numbers come from the 'high' part of the sets in 3.7, the following 
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table shows the five possible ways to do this (note that there are ten possible 
choices of two numbers from [1,5]). 
1 2 3 4 5 
•k 
* * 
-k 
-k -* -
In the following table we List the possible sequences A and A that can occur 
as well as the sets I{d\) and I{dx). We list the set I{dx) in Wj^ dx) orbits and 
mark with a * the element of maximal length in each such orbit. That is, we 
mark the elements of J*{dx). 
A A T{dx) 
(1,2) (0,1,2) ai , a4 
(2,3) (1,0,2) 0:4 {e*}, { (1,2)*}, { (1,3)*} 
(2,5) (1,1,1) 0 {e*}, {(1,2)*}, { (4,5)*}, { (3,5)*} , 
{(1,5)*}, {(1,2)(3,5)*}, { (1,2)(4,5)*} 
(3,5) (2,0,1) ai {e*}, {(4,5)*}, {(2,3), (1,3)*}, {(2,5), (1,5)*}, 
{(1,3)(2,5), (2,3)(1,5)*}, {(2,3)(4,5), (1,3)(4,5)*} 
(4,5) (2,1,0) ai , 0:4 {e*}, {(3,4), (3,5)*}, {(1,4), (2,4), (2,5), (1,5)*}, 
{(1,4)(2,5), (2,4)(1,5)*}, 
{(2,4)(3,5), (3,4)(2,5), (1,4)(3,5), (3,4)(1,5)*} 
Thus from reading off this table we see that there are 22 elements in Ej and 
hence there are 22 {Pi,K) double cosets in G. 
The following table was computed by doing a similar count and so gives the 
number of (Pi,Kj) double cosets of SL^{F) for various I and J. The columns 
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are indexed by the values of I and the rows by the values of J. 
A A \ { a j with i G { 1 , 4 } A \ { a , } with i e { 2 , 3 } 
A \ { « i } 1 4 5 
A \ { a 2 } 1 7 11 
WI S4 X Si S3 X 52 
{ a i , a 2 } , {a2 ,a3 } , or {03,0:4} {0:1,0:3}, {01 ,04 } , or {02 ,04 } 
A \ { a i } 7 8 
A \ { « 2 } 16 22 
Wi S3 X Si X Si 52 X 52 X 5i 
{ o i } with i e [1,4^ 0 
A \ { a i } 11 15 
A \ { a 2 } 34 55 
WI 52 X 5i X 5i X 5i 5i X 5i X 5i X 5i X 5i 
The last row of the previous table shows the isomorphism type of the group 
Wi. Thus we see that, for a fixed J, in type the number of {Pi,Kj) double 
cosets depends only on the isomorphism type of Wj. From the parametrisation of 
{Wi, Wj) double cosets given in the previous section we can clearly see that the 
cardinality of Wi\WlWj depends only on the isomorphism types of Wi and Wj. 
Thus by [4], 65.21 the cardinality of Pi\G/Pj depends only on the isomorphism 
types of Wi and Wj. We can extend this result to {Pr,Kj) double cosets in the 
general case of type An-i if we specialise to the case J is the subset A\{a : i } . For 
then if we go through the calculations of the previous section it is straightforward 
to see that if the isomorphism type of Wi is x x . . . x S^^r) and Ei=i -slO 
equals n then the cardinality of Pi\G/Kj is equal to 
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and so in this case the number of (Pj^Kj) double cosets does only depend on 
the isomorphism type of Wj. 
On page 47 there is figure 1 in which we have parametrised the (B, K) double 
coset decomposition oi G — SL^{F) in the case j equal to 2. Note in this case 
there are 55 such double cosets (this fact can also be read off the previous table, 
under where I equals the empty set). The parametrisation is done by pairs ad, 
where a is an element of T{St) (the value of (j)) and d is a subset of [1,5] of 
cardinality 2 (the value of •0+). Since there can be no risk of confusion we have 
dropped the use of commas in the figure, for example the element ((2,4), {3 ,4 } ) 
will be represented as (24) {34}. 
The weak order relations are labelled with dotted Hnes of various kinds, re-
ferring to the standard enumeration of the simple reflections Si in S given by 
the labelled Dynkin diagram of type A (see the beginning of Chapter 2). The 
additional order relations (from the strong Bruhat order) are drawn in with solid 
lines. 
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(15X24) {45} 
(15X34) {45} (25X14) {45} (15)(23) {35} l \ 
/ 
\ 
: 14)^(45} (35)(24){45} (13)(45){35} (25M35} (14)^34} (12)(35){25} (13) (24) {34} ( 2 ^ { 1 5 } ( ^ { 2 4 } 
(35) {45} (24) {45} (23)(45){35} (13) {35} ( 3 5 ^ 2 5 } (24)134} (12) (45) {25} (13) {34} 
N^ - -
(34) H 5 } ( 4 5 ) ^ 5 } (23)^{35} (45) {25} (12)^{25} (23);^34} (34)7{24} ( 4 5 ^ 1 5 } (34)^14} (12) f23} (23);{13} 
( 3 ^ 1 5 } (12) (3^) {24} ( 2 ^ { 1 4 } ( 1 ^ { 2 3 } 
; \ / \ / ' 
/ \ / \ 
\ 
\ 
e{45} 
\ 
\ / 
e{35} 
• / - A / \ 
\ 
\ - - / / 
e{25} 
\ 
e {34} 
A 
/ 
e{15} e{24} e{23} 
/ 
s \ ' 
^ {^4} 
\ / ' 
e{13} e{12} 
Figure 1 Type AIM, n=4, j=2 
1 
3 
4-
Chapter 4 
A model for type BDI 
{£i:ej) = 
Let m be an integer greater or eqiial to 2. We write m as 2n if m is even, and as 
2n + 1 if m is odd. Let (_, _) be the symmetric bilinear form on F"^ defined on 
the standard basis vectors £1,62, • • • by 
1 if i = a{i), 
0 otherwise, 
where a (an element of Sm.) is (1,2)(3,4) . . . ( 2 n - l,2n). In terms of coordinates 
(X, Y) is then XiY^i^i), for aU X and F in F"". In particular, the associated 
quadratic form Q is given by Q{X) equals EI^i XiX^^i), for all X in F"". Since 
F is algebraically closed, this form is equivalent to all other quadratic forms on 
F"*, in particular, the standard quadratic form YliLiXf. The orthogonal group 
Q) is the group of automorphisms of F"" which preserve Q. The special 
orthogonal group SOm{F, Q) is the group of orthogonal matrices of determinate 
one. We suppress Q from the notation since the quadratic form Q defined above 
is the only one considered here (and that solely for of ease of computation). 
Denote by G the group SOm{F), which is a semisimple, simply connected 
algebraic group of type if m is odd, and of type Dn if m is even. Note that 
02{F) has two connected components: S02{F), the rank 1 torus consisting of the 
diagonal matrices diag(A,A-^); and the non-trivial coset of S02{F) consisting 
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of matrices of the form 
/ \ 0 A 
A -1 0 
Let t be the matrix diag( —1, —1,1, . . . , 1) and 6 be the automorphism of G 
of order 2 given by conjugation by t. The fixed point subgroup K of 6 
is {02{F) X Om-2{F)) n G. The identity component of K is the subgroup 
K = S02{F) X S0m-2{F) which is of index 2 in K. Denote by B the stabiUser 
in G of the flag 
ei] C [ei, 63] C . . . C [ei, 63, . . . , e2n-i. • 
Denote by T the subgroup of all diagonal matrices in G. If m is even the matrices 
in T necessarily have the form 
diag(Ai, Ai \ A2, A2 \ . . . , A„, 
Whereas if m is odd the matrices in T necessarily have the form 
diag(Ai, Ai \ A2, A2 , . . . , A „ , A „ ,1). 
Then T is a maximal torus of G contained in the Borel subgroup B. The nor-
maJiser A^(r) of T in G is the group of monomial matrices in G. The Weyl 
group W{= N{T)/T) of {G,T) is isomorphic to the signed permutation group 
on n letters if m is odd and is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of index 2 in the 
signed permutation group on n letters if m is even. Let $ be the corresponding 
root system. The Borel subgroup B defines a system of positive roots and a 
simple system A for 
Denote by J the set A \ { a i } . The subgroup K is the intersection of 
the standard paraboUc subgroup P ( = Pj) and its opposite parabolic subgroup 
p-[= PJ). ExpUcitly P is 
•[g &G : Qij = 0 for z G [3,n] and j G [1,2 
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Thus K{= Kj) is a Levi subgroup and we are dealing with the situation analyzed 
in Section 2.2 when m is odd and in Subsection 2.4.1 when m is even. 
4.1 The set V 
The conjugates of t in N{T) are those monomial matrices in G with eigenvalues 
— 1, with multiplicity 2, and eigenvalue 1, with multiplicity m — 2. In particular, 
their images in W will lie in the set 
[e, {i,j), Xi, XiXj, XiXj{i,j) : i,j G [1,?^]] (4.1) 
Let u be an element of J and di be an element of D, see Section 2.2 and 
Subsection 2.4.1 for an explanation of that notation. In particular, we know that 
i is an element of [-n,n] \ {0} . Denote by V(^^diWj) the set of aU matrices {M} 
in V for which: 
(i) the image of MtM~^ in W is u 
(ii) and M is contained in BdiP. 
That is, M is an element of p-^{{v,diWj)). Thus we have the decomposition 
V = U 
For each k in [l,m] let 
M{k) = 
/ \ Msfc-l.l M2fc-1,2 
Msfc.l M2fc,2 
We now give a description of the various sets V(u4iWj)- The element u must 
be one of the five types given in the set labelled 4.1 above. The next five sections 
study these possible cases. 
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4.1.1 Case 1, z/ = e 
In this case the index of di can be any element of [—n,n] \ { 0 } . The set V{^e,diWj) 
consists of all matrices M of the form: 
(i) Mkj =0 ioT k <2 and j G [l,m] \ {2|il - l,2|z[-. 
(ii) Mkj = 0 for fc > 2 and j G {2\i\ - l,2|i|}. 
(iii) If i is an element of [ l ,n] then M{i) is in S02 {F ) . If i is an element 
of [—n,—1] then M{—i) is in the non-trivial coset of S 0 2 { F ) . 
4.1.2 Case v = 
This case is restricted to that of m being odd (that is, of type B) since this v is 
not an element of the Weyl group of type D. Note from Section 2.2 that the index 
of di must be in the set [-n, - 1 ] , The set consists of all matrices M 
of the form: 
(i) Mkj = 0 for A; < 2 and j in [ l ,m] \ {-2i - 1, - 2 i , m } . 
(ii) Mkj = 0 {oik>2 and j in {-2i - 1, -2i,m}. 
(iii) There exists a non-zero / in F such that 
4.1.3 Case 3, = {\i\J) 
/ M _ 2 i j if j > 2. 
From the analysis in Chapter 2 we know that if the index of di is in then i 
must necessarily be greater than j , otherwise if i is in [-n, - 1 ] then j is greater 
than -i. The set consists of all matrices M of the form: 
(i) Mki = 0 for A; < 2 and / in [ l ,m] \ {2|z| - l,2|i|,2i - 1 , 2 ; } . 
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(ii) Mki = 0 for fc > 2 and / in {2|i| - l,2|i|,2j - l,2j}. 
(iii) If i is an element of then y/2M{i) and \/2M{j) are both 
elements of S 0 2 { F ) . Whereas if z is in [ - n , - 1 ] then \/2M{-i) and 
y/2M{j) are both elements of the non-trivial coset of S 0 2 { F ) . 
4 . 1 . 4 C a s e 4 , z/ = x ^ i x j 
Note that i is necessarily in [—n, —1] and j is in [—2 +!,«•]. The set V{x-iXj,diWj) 
consists of all matrices M of the form: 
(i) Mki = 0 for fc < 2 and / in [1, m] \ { - 2 i - 1 , - 2 i , 2j - 1 ,2 j }. 
(ii) Mki = 0 for A; > 2 and I in { -2i - 1, - 2 i , 2j - 1, 2j }. 
(iii) There exists a non-zero / and a non-zero / ' in F such that 
Msj-i, ; = 
- f M . 2 i , i if / < 2, 
fM_2i,i if / > 2, 
if / < 2, 
f'M2j,i if / > 2. 
4 . 1 . 5 C a s e 5 , i / = x _ i x j { - i , j ) 
Note that i is necessarily in [ - n , - 1 ] and j is in [1,77,] \ { - 0 - The set 
consists of all matrices M of the form: 
(i) Mki = 0 for fc < 2 and I in [1, m] \ { -2i - 1, - 2 i , 2j - 1, 2j }. 
(ii) Mki = 0 for ib > 2 and I in { -2i - 1, - 2 i , 2j - 1 ,2 j }. 
(iii) The matrix \/2M{-i) is in the non-trivial coset of S O i i F ) whereas 
the matrix \/2M{j) is in S02 {F ) . 
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4.2 Further information 
From the description of the various X{di) we obtain the following formulas for 
the number of ( 5 , K) double cosets in the case of type BDI. 
Theorem 4.2 Let J equal A \ {ai} . 
(1) Let G be a qua,si-siinple aJgebraSc group of type Bn- The cardinality 
of B\G/Kj is equal to \{bv? + n). 
(2) Let G be a quasi-simple algebraic group of type Dn- The cardinal-
ity of B\S02n{F)IKj is equal to - n). 
Proof: For (1) we have from Section 2.2 that the number of double cosets is 
t=l 
If i is in then |X((ii)| is equal to i. If i is in [ - n , - 1 ] then \I{di)\ is equal 
to 3n + 2i + 1. Hence the number of double cosets is Er=i(3n - i + 1) and the 
result foUows. 
For (2) the result foUows from the calculation for (1) and from noting that 
x_i is not in the Weyl group of type D. Thus if i is in [ - n , - 1 ] then \I{di)\ is 
equal to 3n + 2i. ° 
4.3 Enumerating {Pi,K) double cosets 
In order to facilitate the calculations in Section 1.2 for the case of type BDI we 
first need to give a parametrisation of the double cosets in Wi\W/Wj. Let w 
and w' be elements of W. Recall from Sections 2.2 and 2.4.1 that w and w' are 
in the same left coset of Wj if and only if w(l ) equals w'{l). Thus w and w' 
are in the same { W i . W j ) double coset if and only if w( l ) and w'( l ) are in the 
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same Wr orbit of [-n,n] \ {0} . In particular, note that the number of {Wi, Wj) 
double cosets is equal to the number of Wi orbits on [—n,n] \ {0} . 
There are two cases in describing the W/ orbits, depending on whether I 
contains or not (recall that the simple reflection corresponding to a „ is the 
sign change Xn). Let 7 be a subset of A with r simple roots from A \ {ctn} 
removed. We write I \ {««} as 
\ {ai(i), ai(2),. . . , Q:i(r), an} 
and arrange the indices so that 1 < i ( l ) < i[2)... < i[r) < n. For ease of 
notation we extend the indices so that 2(0) equals 0 and i{r + 1) equals n. 
Case 1, I does not contain a„. The 2r + 2 orbits of Wi are: 
(i) [i{h — 1) + for each h in [ l ,r + 1], 
(ii) [—i{h), —i{h — 1) — 1] for each h in [ l ,r + 1 . 
Case 2, I does contain an- The 2r + 1 orbits of Wi are: 
(i) [i{h — 1) + for each h in [1,^], 
(ii) [ - i { h ) , - i { h - 1) - 1] for each/i in [l,r], 
(iii) [ - w , - i ( r ) - 1] U [i(r) + l ,n . 
Recall from Section 2.2 the definition of the minimal left Wj coset representa-
tives 4 (there dkWj was the set of all elements of which mapped 1 to k). Thus 
the above description of the W/ orbits translates directly into a decomposition of 
(WI, WJ) double cosets into Wj left cosets. It is easy to calculate that 
/ ( 4 ) = 
k - 1 for A; € [ l ,n 
2n + k - 6 for A; G [ - « , - ! 
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where 8 equals 0 in the type Bn case and it equals 1 in the type case. Thus 
the set D*{I,J) of minimax double coset representatives is 
: /i G [ l ,r + 1] } , if a^ ^ I, 
{di(h), d_i(h-i)-i, : h € [l,r] } , if an G I. 
Now A{dk) is the set of all those a in A for which SadkWj equals DkWj. 
Recalling the criterion for membership of a left Wj coset it follows that A{dk) 
is the set of all those a in A for which equals dk{l) (that is, for which 
Sa{k) — k). Thus for the possible df. which can occur as elements of D*{I, J) we 
have 
I \ { a k - i } for fc G - 1], 
I{dk) ^ { / \ { a „ _ i , a „ } for A; = 71, 
I \ for k G [—n, —1 . 
Let k equal i{m) for some m in [l,r + 1] (so that k is in [l,n]). Recall that 
J ( 4 ) = { e , {k,h) :he[l,k-l 
\ J • 
Let hi and h2 be both elements of [l,k - 1], then l({k,hi)) > l{{k,h2)) if and 
only if hi < h2. Thus the set I*{dk) of maximal elements of the orbits 
on I{dk) are 
{ e , {k,i{h-l) + l):he[l,m]}. 
Thus |J*(4)|is equal to m + 1 - Sk,i{m-i)+i (Kronecker symbol). 
Let fc equal i(m - 1) + 1 for some TO in [ l ,r + l] (so that , - /s is in [ - n , - 1 ] ) . 
Assume we are dealing with the type Bn case so that l id -k ) is 
{ e , Xk, {k,h), XkXh, XkXg{k,g) : he[k + l,n], ^ G [1, n] \ {fc} } . 
Let hi and hi be both elements of [k + l,n] and let gi and g2 be elements of 
l ,n] \ {fc}, then 
l{{k,hi)) > l{{k,h2)) if and only if hi > hi, 
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l{xkXhi) > l{xkxh^) if and only if h^  < /i2, 
l{xkXg^{k,g-i)) > l{xkxg^{k,g2)) if and only if gi < c/2-
Thus in describing the set where k = i{m — 1) + 1, there are three 
cases: 
(1) k = n, then I*((i_„) is 
{ e, Sn, Xr,Xi(g_i)+i{n,i{g - 1) + 1) : € [l ,r] ] 
thus \I*{d-n)\ equals r + 2. 
(2) k ^ n and a^ ^ / , then is 
[ e, Xk, {k,i{h)), XkXi^h'-i)+i, XkXk+i, XkXiig_i)+i{k,i{g - 1) + 1), 
XkXk+i{k,k + 1) : h e [Tn,r + I], h' e [m + l,r + 1], g G [l ,r 
thus \I*{d.n)\ equals 3r + 7 - 2m - dSk,i{m) (Kronecker symbol). 
(3) fc n and € / , then I*{d-k) is 
{e, Xk, {k,i{h)), XkXnh'-i)+i, XkXk+i, XkXi(g-i)+i{k,i{g - 1) + 1), 
XkXk+i{k,k + 1) : he [m,r], Ji G [m + 1, r + 1], ^ G [l,r] 
thus \I*{d-n)\ equals 3r + 6 - 2m - (Kronecker symbol). 
Note that the difference between the sets in (2) and (3) is that {k,n) is 
included in (2) but not (3). This is because {k,n) conjugated by x^ yields 
XkXn{k,n). 
If instead of type we are dealing with type then the only change that 
needs to be made is to delete all references to elements which are single sign 
changes. This reduces each of the cardinalities of the sets in (1), (2) and (3) by 
one. 
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4.4 Examples 
On page 58 there is figure 2 in which is parametrised the {B,K) double coset 
decomposition oi G — SOsiK) in the BDI case. On page 59 there is figure 3 in 
which is parametrised the {B,K) double coset decomposition of G — SOg{K) 
in the BDI case. The parametrisation is done in both cases by pairs a i, where 
a is the value of (f) and i parametrises the value of Thus a is an element of 
where W is the signed permutation group of 4 letters, and i is the index 
of the minimal left coset representative di. Our notation for the elements of W 
in these figures is chosen to represent sign changes by the corresponding string 
of integers which we place on the left of the element. Since there can be no 
confusion we have dropped the use of commas in the figures. We put the index 
of the minimal left coset representative in curly brackets. So, for example, the 
element {xiX2{l,2),d-2Wj) of ^ is represented as 12(12) { - 2 } . 
The weak order relations are labelled with dotted lines of various kinds, re-
ferring to the standard enumeration of the simple reflections Si in S given by the 
labelled Dynkin diagram of type D, respectively type B (see the beginning of 
Chapter 2). The additional order relations (from the strong Bruhat order) are 
drawn in with solid lines. 
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Chapter 5 
Further information on types CI 
and D i l i 
We first give explicit formulas for the number of ( 5 , K) double cosets in these 
cases. 
Theorem 5.1 Let G be a quasi-simple algebraic group of type Cn- Let J be the 
subset A \ { a „ } . The cardinality of B\G/Kj is equal to 
Proof: Recall that the Weyl group of type C„ is the signed permutation group 
on n letters. We define a map t] : I ^ N^ by the rule that for each a in J the 
image 7/(a) is {p,q,r) where: 
(i) p is the rank of 7ri(a) (that is, the number of sign changes) and so is 
in [0,Ti . 
(ii) q is the rank of 7r2(a) j Support(7ri(a)) (that is, the number of 2-
cycles acting on the points that have their sign changed) and so is in 
fO 21 2 • 
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(iii) r is the rank of 7r2(a) J. Fix(7ri(a)) (that is, the number of 2-cycles 
acting on the points that do not have their sign changed) and so is in 
fO — 
For a fixed {p, q, r) in the image of t] consider the possible elements a of 
g, r ) ) . There are possible ways to choose 7ri(a). Given that choice 
there are ^^^^ choosing 7r2(a) j Support(7ri(a)) and 2rH(nIp-2r)! 
ways to choose 7r2(a) | Fix(a). Given those choices the element a is then com-
pletely determined. Thus the cardinality of ((p, r ) ) is 
n\ 
2i+''q\r\{n - p - 2r)\{p - 2q)l' 
Recall the definition of A' from Section 2.3. Every a in T is in for some 
^ in A'. For a fixed a in T with rj{a) equal to {p^q^r) consider the possible 
elements / / o f {/x G A' : a G }. From Section 2.3 we see that the choice of 
the element a predetermines the choice of p + r elements of Set(/f), namely the p 
elements of Support(TTI(a)) and the r elements of Low(7r2(a) | Fix(7ri(a))). Also 
the choice of the element a predetermines the choice of r elements that cannot be 
in any admissible /x, namely the r elements of High(7r2(a) | Fix(7ri(a))). For the 
remaining n — {p + 2r) elements of [l,n] there are no restraints to their mem-
bership of an admissible Set(/i). Thus the cardinality of {/x € A' : a G ^id^) ; 
is 
Combining the results of the previous two paragraphs and we can conclude 
that the number of double cosets v such that r]{(f){v)) equals {p,q,r) is 
r\q\{n - p - 2r)\{p - 2q)\' 
The result then follows from summing over all possible {p,q,r). • 
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Theorem 5.2 Let G be a quasi-simple algebraic group of type Let J he the 
subset A \ { a „ } . The cardinality of B\G/Kj is equal to 
2 n - 3 p - 3 r - l ^ , ^ ^ ^ 
where Q is the set of p in [0, such that ^^^^ is even. 
Proof: Recall that the Weyl group of type D^ is the set of all elements of 
the signed permutation group on n letters acting with an even number of sign 
changes. Recall the definition of the set A" from Section 2.4.2. We define a map 
Tj': UreA"^(<^T) ^ N^ by the rule that for each a in T the image is (p, r) 
where: 
(i) p is half the rank of 7ri(a). Thus it is in [0, ^ . 
(ii) r is the rank of 7r2(a) i Fix(7ri(a)). Thus it is in [ 0 , ^ ] . Note that 
r cannot both be odd and equal to 
For a fixed element (p, r) in the image of r]' consider the possible elements 
a of r ) ) . For such an element a the number of 2-cycles acting on the 
points that have their sign changed must be p. It follows that the cardinaUty 
of r]'~^({p,r)) is equal to the cardinality of 7 /~^((2p,p,r)), where 7] is the map 
defined in the proof of the previous theorem. 
For a fixed ami with 7y'(a) equal to {p, r) consider the possible elements 
T of {T E A" : a E From Section 2.4.2 we see that the choice of the 
element a predetermines the choice of 2p + r elements of Set(r). Also this choice 
predetermines the choice of r elements that cannot be in any admissible r . Any 
admissible sequence r must satisfy the condition that the cardinaHty of Set(T) 
is even. Thus the cardinality of { r € A" : a € Tidr) } is 
2n-(2p+2r)-i and 
1 if r = 
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The theorem follows from combining the results of the previous two para-
graphs and summing over aU possible {p,r). • 
With Theorems 3.2, 4.2, 5.1 and 5.2 we have explicit formulas for calculating 
the cardinality of B\G/K in the Hermitian symmetric case when G is a quasi-
simple algebraic group of classical type. As an indication of these formulas, in 
the following table we evaluate them for various n. The cases of exceptional 
type were enumerated from the algorithm given in Section 1.1 which has been 
implemented as a computer programme (see Section 6.1). The cases of classical 
type were enumerated by the formulas in the above quoted theorems and by the 
computer implementation of the algorithm in Section 1.1. In the All I case we 
take J to be A \ { a j } where j equals | if n is even and equals ^ ^ otherwise. 
For a fixed n this choice of J gives the highest value for the cardinality in the 
AH I case. In the BDI case we take G to be of type Bn. 
n = A n = 5 Ti = 6 n = 7 n = 8 n = 9 n = 10 n = 11 
AIII 55 215 665 2835 9891 45297 173712 845691 
BDI 42 65 93 126 164 207 255 308 
CI 201 963 4899 26253 147345 862083 5238459 32957037 
Dili 38 156 692 3256 16200 84496 460592 2611104 
EIII - - 513 - - - - -
EVII - - - 3017 - - - -
5.1 Enumerating {Pi,K) double cosets in the 
case of type CI 
We give a parametrisation of Wi\W/Wj, for the case of type CI, in order to 
facilitate the calculations in Section 1.2. Let w and w' be elements of W. Recall 
from Sections 2.3 and 2.4.2 that w and w' are in the same left coset of Wj if 
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and only if 7ri(w) equals 7ri(w'). Recall that Wi is the normal subgroup of W 
consisting of those elements which act just by sign changes. Let w" be in Wj and 
let Wi be in Wi, then W j acts on V / \ by w " { w i ) ' 'K\{W"WI). Thus w and w' 
are in the same { W i , W j ) double coset if and only if 7ri(w;) and are in 
the same Wi orbit of W^. In particular, the number of (Wi^Wj) double cosets 
is equal to the number of Wj orbits on Wi. 
There are two cases in describing the Wj orbits, depending on whether or not 
I contains (recall that the simple reflection corresponding to is the sign 
change Let 7 be a subset of A with r simple roots from A \ { « „ } removed. 
We write I \ {q:„} as 
A \ {Q!i(i), Q;i(2), . . . , a:i(r), an} 
and arrange the indices such that 1 < i ( l ) < i ( 2 ) . . . < i { r ) < n. For ease of 
notation we extend the indices so that 2(0) equals 0 and i{r + 1) equals n. 
Case 1, in which I does not contain «!„. Let E(= H(/)) be the set of sequences 
^ in N'""'"^  such that for each h in [ l ,r + 1] the component ^h is an element of 
0 , i { h ) — i { h — 1)]. The set of Wi orbits on Wi is parametrised by E in the 
following way: Let ( be an element of E then the Wi orbit on Wi corresponding 
to (f is the set 
{ w eWi: |Support(w) n [i{h - 1) + = Ch for all € [ l ,r + 1] \ 
Thus the cardinality of W i \ W / W j is U h t ] { W - - 1) + l ) - In the nota-
tion of Section 2.3 the set of minimax double coset representatives D * { I , J ) is 
{dr{^) : ^ € E} where 
S e t ( T ( 0 ) = U [i{h - 1 ) + h i { h - 1 ) + i h ] . 
h=i 
Also I { d r { i ) ) equals I \ : h e [ l , r + 1]}. 
Case 2, in which / does contain Let E'(= E ' ( / ) ) be the set of se-
quences ( in N"" such that for each h in [l ,r] the component ^h is an element 
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of [0,i(/i) - i{h - 1)]. The set of Wj orbits on Wi is parametrised by E' in the 
following way: Let ^ be an element of E' then the Wj orbit on Wi corresponding 
to ( is the set 
{w eWi-. |Support(w) n [i{h-l) + l,i(/i)]| ^ (h iov aR h e [l ,r 
Thus the cardinaUty of Wi\W/Wj is ITLi {i{h) - i{h - 1) + l ) . In the nota-
tion of Section 2.3 the set of minimax double coset representatives D*{I,J) is 
: ^ E E'} where 
\h=i / 
Also equals I \ ocn : h G [l,r]}. 
n 
5.2 An example 
Figure 4 on page 66 illustrates the parametrisation of the {B,K) double coset 
decomposition of G, a quasi-simple algebraic group of type C3 in the CI case. The 
parametrisation is done by pairs a x, where a is the value of <j) and x is the sequence 
which is the index of the corresponding minimal left coset representative d^ (see 
Section 2.3). Thus a is an element of l{W{Cz)). We use the same notation for 
elements of W in the figure as in Section 4.4. We write the sequence x in square 
brackets. So for example the element (xix2aj3(2,3), [1, 2,3]) is represented as 
123(23)[123 . 
The weak order relations are labelled with dotted Unes of various kinds, re-
ferring to the standard enumeration of the simple reflections Si in S given by 
the labelled Dynkin diagram of type C (see the beginning of Chapter 2). The 
additional order relations (from the strong Bruhat order) are drawn in with solid 
lines. 
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123 (12 ) [ 1 2 3 ] 
/ 
a i 
C5i 
e [ 1 2 3 ] 
Figure 4, CI Type C, n=3 
Chapter 6 
Programme for constructing the 
{B,K) inclusion diagram 
In this chapter we give a computer programme which implements the algorithm 
to construct the inclusion diagram of {B,K) double cosets. In this diagram the 
vertices denote the {B,K) double cosets and edges denote containment in the 
Zariski closure. The vertices are be arranged in levels, vertices lying on the same 
level if and only if the double cosets they represent have the same dimension. 
Level one contains the unique open, maximal dimension double coset, denoted 
by top in the programme. The z'-th level contains the double cosets of dimension 
dim (top) — i + 1. The final level contains the double cosets of minimal dimension 
(and so are necessarily closed). Edges only join vertices in adjacent levels. Thus 
two vertices are joined if and only if the double coset associated to one vertex is 
contained in the Zariski closure of the double coset associated to the other vertex 
and the dimensions of the two double cosets differ by exactly 1. 
The vertex corresponding to the double coset v is represented by the record 
(a, d, parents, reflections), where a equals 4>{v) (and so is an element of X), d is 
the unique smallest element in the coset il){v), parents is a list of all the vertices 
in the previous level which are joined by an edge to the vertex and reflections is 
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a list of the simple reflections involved via the weak Bruhat order in connecting v 
to a bigger double coset. That is, parents represents a list of aU the double cosets 
of dimension one greater than v whose Zariski closures contain v and letting v' 
be the double coset represented by the 2-th item in parents and s be the simple 
reflection represented by the z-th item in reflections, we have 
» / 
V ^ V . 
The list parents will usually be longer than the hst reflections, the double cosets 
represented by 
parents[length(reflections) + 1 ] , . . . , parents[length(parents)^ 
are those greater than v in the strong Bruhat order but not greater than v in the 
weak Bruhat order. 
This programme was written by myself and Werner Nickel, in GAP, a pro-
gramme system designed at the Lehrstuhl D fiier Mathematik, Aachen, for deaUng 
with groups and related algebraic objects, see [9]. It uses some functions and pro-
cedures written by Meinolf Geek of the Lehrstuhl D fiier Mathematik, Aachen. 
In particular, it uses procedures for invoking an arbitrary Weyl group and rep-
resenting its elements as either permutations (on the relevant root system) or 
as words in the simple reflections (as well as means of switching between these 
representations) and a procedure for comparing two elements in the Bruhat order 
of the Weyl group. 
6.1 The programme 
The programme given below consists of a series of functions. The programme 
is called by the following method: Firstly call the function Top to calculate the 
maximal element in the inclusion diagram. The input for this function is the 
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Weyl group and the sets I and J (see Section 2.5). Secondly call the function 
strongBruhat to create the inclusion diagram. The input for this function is the 
Weyl group and the maximal element. We now give a Usting of the programme. 
# 
# Werner Nickel 
# Philip D. Ryan 
# 
# isLess( s, a, W ) for s a simple reflection and a an 
# element of W determines whether s*a < a in the Bruhat 
# order of the Weyl group W, 
# 
# s*a < a if and only if a maps the root corresponding to 
# s to a negative root (see [8], Section 1.6, but note that 
# the action of permutations in GAP is from the right so the 
# lemma has to be appropriately modified). Note that the 
# positive roots are numbered 1...Length(W.roots) eind the 
# negative roots Length(W.roots)+l...2Length(W.roots). 
# 
isLess := f\inction( s, a, W ) 
return s''a > Length(W.roots) ; 
end; 
# 
# updateChildrenC i, s, a, d, C ) takes a level C of the 
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# inclusion diagram of double cosets and adds to it the pair 
# (a,d) which had been obtained by the reflection s to 
# double coset i of the previous level. It first checks 
# whether the pair has already occurred in which case just 
# the relevant parent and reflection list is updated, 
# otherwise a new entry is created in C. 
# 
updateChildren := function( i, s, a, d, C ) 
local ad; 
for ad in C do 
if ad.a = a and ad.d = d then 
Add( ad.parents, i ); 
Add( ad.reflections, s ); 
return; 
fi; 
od; 
Add( C, rec( a := a, 
d := d, 
parents := [i], 
reflections := [s] ) ); 
return; 
end; 
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# 
# childrenC i, ad, C, W ) creates the elements of the level C 
# in the double coset inclusion diagram of type W which are 
less than ad in the weak Bruhat order. The position of ad 
is i in the level one less than C. The algorithm used is 
# the one described in Section 1.1. Note that 
# Length(W.permgens) returns the number of simple reflections 
# in the Weyl group W and W.permgens[s] is the s-th simple 
# reflection of W represented as a permutation of the root 
# system of type W. 
# 
children := function( i, ad, C, W ) 
local s, newad; 
for s in [1..Length(W.permgens)] do 
if isLessC s, ad.a, W ) then 
if Comm( W.permgens [s], ad.a ) <> () then 
if isLessC s, ad.d, W ) then 
updateChildrenC i, s, ad.a'W.permgens[s], 
W.permgens [s]*ad.d, C ); 
else 
updateChildrenC i, s, ad.a"W.permgens[s], ad.d, C ); 
fi; 
else 
updateChildrenC i, s, W.permgens[s]*ad.a, ad.d, C ); 
if isLessC s, ad.d, W ) then 
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updateChildrenC i, s, W.permgens[s]^ad.a, 
W.permgens[s]*ad.d, C ); 
fi; 
fi; 
fi; 
od; 
end; 
# weakBruhatC top, W ) takes the pair top and produces the 
# double coset inclusion diagram of type W with top as the 
# maximal element. However only those edges corresponding to 
# the weak Bruhat order are filled in. The inclusion diagram 
# is stored in levels. 
# 
weakBruhat := function( top, W ) 
local levels, 1, i, C; 
levels := [ [top] ]; 
1 := 0; 
repeat 
1 := 1+1; 
C := []; 
for i in [1..Length(levels[ 1 ])] do 
childrenC i, levels [1] [i], C, W ); 
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od; 
Add( levels, C ); 
until C[l] .a = () ; 
return levels; 
end; 
# 
# strongBruhat creates the double coset inclusion diagram 
# of type W produced with top as the maximal element. 
# Firstly the vertices are produced with the edges 
# corresponding to the weak Bruhat order (using 
# weakBruhat). Finally the edges to complete the strong 
# Bruhat order are filled in (from the bottom) . 
# 
StrongBruhat := function( top, W ) 
local i, j, 1, p, pi, r, ad, adp, C, levels; 
levels := weakBr\ihat( top, W ); 
for 1 in Reversed( [2..Length(levels)] ) do 
C := levels [1]; 
for ad in C do 
for p in ad.parents do 
adp := levels [1-1] [p]; 
for i in [1..Length(ad.reflections)] do 
r := ad.reflections[i]; 
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pi := levels[l-l][ ad. parent s [i] ].parents; 
for j in [1..LengthCadp.reflections)] do 
if r = adp.reflections [j] then 
if not adp.parents[j] in pi then 
Add( pi, adp.parents[j] ); 
fi; 
fi; 
od; 
od; 
od; 
od; 
od; 
return levels; 
end; 
# eLongest returns the unique element of greatest length 
# in the subgroup of the Weyl group g generated by the 
# set of simple reflections not in except. The 
# algorithm used is based on the fact that given a 
# reduced expression of an arbitrary element of a Weyl 
# group we can successively multiply it on the right by 
# simple reflections (increasing the length by one) until 
# this is no longer possible and the element of greatest 
# length is obtained (see [8], 1.8). g.dim is the 
# number of simple roots, g.permgens[i] is the i-th 
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# simple reflection of g represented as a permutation 
# of the root system of type g. pLength(w,g) is the 
# Coxeter length of the element w of g which has been 
# represented as a permutation of the root system of type 
# g. pRed(w,g) takes an element w of g which is 
# represented as a permutation of the root system and 
# represents it as a reduced word of simple reflections. 
# 
eLongest:=function(g, except) 
local i,w,finished,1; 
finished:=false; 
1:=0; 
w:=(); 
while not finished do 
i:=l; 
while i in except do i:=i+l; od; 
while i<=g.dim and pLength(w*g.permgens[i],g)<l do 
i:=i+l; 
while i in except do i:=i+l; od; 
od; 
if i>g.dim then 
finished:=true; 
else 
w:=w»g.permgens[i]; 
1:=1+1; 
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fi; 
od; 
ret\irn pRed(w,g) ; 
end; 
# 
# Top returns the maximal element in the double coset 
# inclusion diagram of type W. Top = (w_0*w_I , w_0*w_J) 
# where I is the set of simple reflections minus excepta 
# and J is the set of simple reflections minus exceptd 
# (the sets I and J are given in the table in Section 2.5. 
# Longest(W) is the tmique element of maximal length in the 
# Weyl group W. pWord(w,W) takes an element w of W 
# which is represented as a reduced word of simple reflections 
# eind represents it as a permutation of the root system. Note 
# that the programmes of Geek do not use the notation of [2] . 
# The exceptions are: 
# if W = E_6 then excepta = [1,4,6]; 
# if W = E_7 then excepta = [1,2,7] and exceptd = [1]. 
# 
Top := functionC W, excepta, exceptd ) 
local ad; 
ad := rec( a := () , 
d := (), 
parents := [] , 
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r e f l e c t i o n s := [] ) ; 
ad.a := pWord( Longest(W),W ) • pWord( eLongest( W,excepta ),W ) ; 
ad.d := pWord( Longest(W),W ) • pWord( eLongest( W,exceptd ),W ) ; 
return( ad ) ; 
end; 
6.2 Some data on the exceptional cases 
The following tables give the numbers of various kinds of double cosets by dimen-
sion. For a {B, K) double coset v the length mentioned in the tables is l{Tp{v)) or 
alternatively L{<p{v)) (the length function L as defined in [12], Proposition 3.9). 
The dimension of the double coset associated with the maximal length is dim G 
and the dimensions of the other double cosets decreases as the length. Note that 
the number of {B, P) double cosets equals the number of ( 5 , K) double cosets 
of minimal dimension, this is in agreement with the fact that each (i?, P) double 
coset contains a unique {B,K) double coset of minimal dimension. 
6.2.1 The case EIII 
In the case where G is a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group of type 
EQ we have: 
Length 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
No. of {B,P) double cosets 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 
No. of {B, K) double cosets 1 3 6 10 16 24 28 34 43 
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Level 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
No. of ( 5 , P ) double cosets 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 
No. of {B,K) double cosets 48 49 52 51 45 40 36 27 
In this case there are a total of 27 {B, P) double cosets and 513 {B, K) double 
cosets. There are 1698 edges in the {B,K) inclusion diagram (1231 of them due 
to the weak order). 
6.2.2 The case EVII 
In the case where G is a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group of type 
E-j we have: 
Length 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 
No. of (S , P) double cosets 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 
No. of {B,K) double cosets 1 4 8 14 21 31 42 
Length 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 
No. of {B,P) double cosets 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
No. of {B,K) double cosets 56 71 90 110 122 135 152 
Length 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 
No. of {B,P) double cosets 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
No. of {B,K) double cosets 170 180 191 194 198 193 189 
Length 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
No. of {B,P) double cosets 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
No. of {B, K) double cosets 176 164 142 121 102 84 56 
In this case there are 56 ( 5 , P) double cosets and 3017 ( 5 , K) double cosets. 
In the corresponding {B,K) double coset inclusion diagram there are 12,770 
edges (8442 of them due to the weak order). 
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Concluding remarks 
(1) Richardson (see [11]) has made a generahsation of Theorem 1.4 in another 
direction from that done in Section 1.2. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group 
and B an inner automorphism of G of order 2 with connected fixed point subgroup 
K. Let B he a. 6 stable Borel subgroup and W be the associated Weyl group. He 
has parametrised the set B\G/K by a set of pairs consisting of an element of 
T {W) and a double coset of W. 
(2) A shortcoming of the theory described in this thesis is the lack of a straight-
forward characterisation of the Bruhat order on the set V in terms of its image 
under p. That is, given Vi = p((ai,diWj)) and V2 = p((a2,d2Wj)) elements of 
V, with ai e I and di G D, what are sufficient conditions for Vi < V2. In [12], 
Richardson and Springer showed if < V2 then necessarily the following three 
conditions must hold: 
(i) ai < a2, 
(ii) di < <^ 2, 
(iii) aidi > a2d2. 
It is conjectured that (i),(ii) and (iii) are sufficient conditions for vi < V2. Using 
the programme in Chapter 6 these have been shown to be sufficient for the cases 
EI 11 and EVII when the difference in dimensions between Vi and V2 is one. 
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The following changes should be made in the text as it stands in order to 
correct certain erroneous or ambiguous statements which were discovered after 
the printing was completed. 
0.1 Introduction 
Page 9: Replace lines 16-17 by: 
B acts on the flag variety G/B by b.gB = bgB. Each orbit of this 
action is a set of left cosets of 5 , the union of which is a double coset. 
The Bruhat Lemma states that the set of double cosets so associated 
to the set of orbits V is {BwB : w G W} with BwB = Bw'B if and 
only if 
Page 10: A reference for the theorem on hnes 13-14 is: 
§7 of Steinberg, R., "Endomorphisms of linear algebraic groups", 
Mem. Amer. Math. Soc., 80, 1968. 
In Une 16, replace %.gK = bgK" by %.gk = bgK". 
Page 11: References for line 9 are: 
3] and Vogan, D.A. Jr., "Irreducible characters of semisimple Lie 
groups III. Proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture in the integral 
case.", Invent. Math., 71, pp. 381-417, 1983. 
In line 17, replace ' W " by ' W j , a subgroup of W determined by 
0.2 Chapter 1 
Page 14: Replace lines 4-5 by: 
called a standard parabolic subgroup with respect to B. Let J* denote 
- W Q J and let P - ( = Pj) be the subgroup WOPJ'WQ, it is the opposite 
parabolic subgroup to P containing T. It follows from [8], Proposition 
1.2 that W j ' is the subgroup WOWJWQ. Let 
Replace the proof of the first two statements of Theorem 1.1 by: 
For € IV and a € A, if ti;(a) ^ then l{wSa) < l{w) (see [8], 
Lemma 1.6(b) and Corollary 1.7). Thus considering when w ^ D and 
a G J we conclude that D C {d & W : d{J) C } . For d e D 
and V € Wj, if v is nontrivial then there exists an a G J such that 
v(a) G —J so that dv{a) € Thus the reverse inclusion holds. 
For the second result, that there is a bijection, see [4], 65.21. The 
order on D is induced from the order on W. The order on B\G/P 
is induced by containment in the Zariski closure. That the bijection 
is order preserving follows from the Bruhat Lemma and [8], Proposi-
tion 1.10. 
Page 15: In Une 4 replace "J* = W Q J W O " by "J* = - w o { j y \ 
In Unes 9-10 replace ' ' B - w B " by ' ' B w B ' ' ' . 
Replace Lines 12-13 by: 
from the Bruhat Lemma, that B~ = wqBwq and that if in < w'wq 
then wwq > w'. 
Page 16: Replace the proof of Theorem 1.2 by: 
For the first statement see Richardson, R. W., Rohrle, G. and Stein-
berg, R., "Parabohc subgroups with abehan unipotent radical" (to 
appear in Inventiones Math.), Lemma 2.2. The other statements fol-
low by classification, in particular, by comparing [6], Section X.3 and 
15], Table 1 with a hst of possible J (from [2], PI. I-IX). 
Proofs of Theorems 1.3, 1.4, 1.9 and Propositions 1.6 and 1.8: An alternative ref-
erence for the proofs of these results can be found in: 
Richardson, R. W. and Springer, T. A., "Combinatorics and geometry 
of K-orbits on flag manifolds". Proceedings of the U.C.L.A. conference 
on representation theory, (to appear in Contemporary Mathematics). 
Page 18: Add to the proof of Theorem 1.5: 
Uniqueness follows from (i) and Theorem 1.3. 
In line 22 delete "double". 
Page 20: In line 1 replace "given inductively" by "generated". 
In line 2 add "and §7" to the reference to [12 . 
Replace lines 6-7 by: 
«.(1) «.(2) 
<71 ^ (72 —> 
(7i ^ (72 —> 
».(r-l) (T,. a 
«,(r-l) . ».(r) . 
—> (7, —> (7 
In line 8 replace "cr^  —> <7^ " by "(7i ^ (7i". 
In line 13 add "(see [12], Theorem 7.11)" after "... chain property". 
At the end of Section 1.1 add the following paragraph: 
Note that both the strong and weak Bruhat orders are partial orders. 
The orders are clearly reflexive and transitive. Anti-symmetry follows 
for dimension reasons (see [12], Theorem 4.6). 
Page 21: In line 1 delete "that". 
0.3 Chapter 2 
Page 27: In line 3 replace " i " by "A;". 
Replace line 9 of Section 2.2 by: 
(ii) rank(7ri(a [ O)) is even for each orbit O of 7r2(a). Recall that the 
rank of an involution a is the multiplicity of —1 as an eigenvalue of a. 
Page 28: In Une 5 replace "(f^^" by 
In Une 6 replace ' 'd i { e j f by 
Page 30: In lines 3-4 of Section 2.4 replace "acting" by "acts". 
In lines 7-8 of Section 2.4 replace "the map sign o tti is constant on each orbit" 
by "rank(7ri(a [ O)) is even for each orbit O" 
Page 31: In Une 2 the definition of d i { j ) should read: 
d.{j) = 
y — 1 for j G [2, |i|] and |z| < n. 
for j € [|i| + l,?i — 1], 
In line 4 replace by "d"^". 
In line 5 replace d i { e jy by "firM^j) '- the definition should read: 
Cj+i for j G [1, — 1] and |i| < n, 
0.4 Chapter 3 
for j 6 [\i\ + l , n — 1 
Page 36: In Hne 12 of Section 3.1 replace by and replace " { M } " 
by " M " . 
In Unes 13-14 of Section 3.1 replace "Mi,fc" by "Mfc,.". 
Page 37: In line 13 replace by " -^ i , / " . 
Page 38: In Hne 7 replace by "-0+". 
In line 9 replace by "V'-". 
Lemma 3.1: Interchange "High" and "Low" throughout the statement and proof 
of Lemma 3.1. Also delete the last two sentences of the proof. 
Page 39: In line 10 between the two sentences insert the following: 
Analogously let A( [ l , j ] \ Q) be the sequence obtained by arranging 
the set [ l , i ] \ Q in ascending order. 
In line 15 replace (iA(Q))" by '•'p~'^{a,dx(Q)Wjy\ 
Replace line 17 with: 
« = A([l, j ] \ Q)a)(A(Q),_a, A( [ l , i ] \ Q),)... ( A ( g ) , A ( [ l , i ] \ Q)^) 
Page 41: In Hnes 14 and 19 replace "A/" by "A;,". 
In Hne 20 replace "r" by "r + 1". 
Page 42: Delete the sentence in Hnes 18-19. 
In Hne 22 replace "non-empty" by "empty". 
Page 43: In Hne 1 replace "elements of 5 " by "elements of A " . 
Replace Hnes 5-6 by: 
is not a singleton. That is, if and only if either two sets in the partition 
of Set(A) in Equation 3.5 or two sets in the partition of [ l ,n] \Set(A) 
given by (Jhtl H h - 1) + l , i { h - 1) + A^] are consecutive. Clearly 
this wiU only occur if for some h in 
0.5 Chapter 4 
Page 49: Replace line 8 by: 
span{ei} C spaii{ei,e3} C . . . C span{ei,e3,... ,e2n-i}-
Start line 9 with the following sentence: 
If 6 is an element of B and i is an integer then orthogonality requires 
that the only non-zero entries in the 2i-th row of h can occur in the 
2j-th column where j ^ [l,i . 
Replace the sentence in lines 23-24 with: 
From the above description of B and since P — BWjB we have that 
P is 
\g € G : Qi^i = 0 for i € [2,n] and = 0 for j € [3,n] } . 
Page 50: In Une 10 replace " { M } " by "M". 
Page 51: In lines 3-4 of Subsection 4.1.1 replace "M^/' by "M^-fc". 
In line 5 of Subsection 4.1.2 replace "Mjkj" by "Mj,^". 
Replace line 6 of Subsection 4.1.2 by: 
(ii) Mm,k = 0 for A; > 2. 
In Hne 4 of Subsection 4.1.3 replace ''Mki" by "M/,fc". 
Page 52: Replace line 1 by: 
(ii) There exists a non-zero f in F such that 
- f M 2 j - u if / < 2, 
M2\i\-l,l = 
fM^i -u if / > 2, 
= 
-f-^M.j^i if / < 2, 
if / > 2. 
In line 3 of Subsection 4.1.4 replace ''Mki" by "M/,fc". 
Delete line 4 of Subsection 4.1.4. 
In line 3 of Subsection 4.1.5 replace "M^" by 
Replace line 4 of Subsection 4.1.5 by: 
(ii) There exists a non-zero f in F such that 
M. 
f - fM2j , i if / < 2, 
•1-1.' = 
f M . j j if / > 2, 
2|i| 
- f - ' M ^ j - u if / < 2, 
f - ' M ^ j - u if / > 2. 
Page 53: In Theorem 4.2, Hne 4, replace "S'OznCF)" by "G". 
Page 55: In Une 5 replace ' 'DkWy by 
0.6 Chapter 5 
Page 62: In lines 11-12 replace by 
Page 63: Replace line 2 with: 
graphs and the proof of the previous theorem with summing over all 
possible (p, r). 
0.7 Chapter 6 
Page 68: In Hnes 13-15 replace "fiier" by "fur". 
0.8 Concluding remarks 
Remark (2): Replace "[12]" by "[11], Lemma 7.1" 
0.9 References 
[3] appears in Proceedings of the American Math. Soc., 114, pp.1157-1165, 1992. 
10] will appear in Indagationes Mathematicae. 
11] is a preprint (1992), its title should read "Symmetric varieties associated to 
Hermitian symmetric spaces". 
